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N O T E S
About the VUCA Sims edition of TASK FORCE
TASK FORCE was released in 1982 by Epoch Co. as the eighth 
title in the “World War Game” series. It was then re-released 
in 1996 and 2009 by Kokusai-Tsushin Co. And now, in 2022 is 
released in English by VUCA Sims. The main changes from the 
re-releases, apart from the language, are as follows:
�� FAQ and errata from previous versions are taken care of.
�� A unified and revised rulebook, leaving the scenarios book 

only with the scenarios and their specific rules, revised as well.
�� New scenarios
�� New player aid sheets
�� Corrected some orders of battle
�� New alternate aircraft orders of battle  

(in the Custom scenarios section)
�� Improvements to units
�� Improvement to charts
�� Extra units and markers

About Orders of Battle
The available sources of information about the Pacific War 
at 1982 were more scarce and not so accessible as today, 2021, 
and even now we have discrepancies on some aspects like how 
many air units were on the Carriers, and of which type.

We have updated the original orders of battle for the ship and 
formation composition to the new information about it. Few 
changes, not game breaking, but we felt it was necessary to 
have the game as close as possible to reality at least in that 
regard (even if this is an introductory game). About the aerial 
composition of the involved forces there are still many contro-
versies, and because of that, we opted with keeping the original 
numbers of the Japanese edition. But, you may use the new 
Order of Battles and substitute those in the scenarios, if you 
wish. They are in the Alternate Orders of Battle section (12.2).

About setup and nomenclature
Air units:  unless it’s specified differently, the air units are al-
ways full strength, with “0.5” meaning a reduced air unit. This 
way, when we say Kate B 5.5 units it means 5 full strength Kate 
B (Horizontal Bomber) air units and 1 reduced Kate B air unit. 
And if it’s 3 F4F units, they are 3 full strength F4F air units, not 
6 reduced, or 4 and 2, or any other combination. Kates will be 
always “T” type, unless the scenario specifies it’s a “B” type.

Ships:  unless specified, the units are always full strength. The 
DD and AK (destroyer and transports) are generic units, even 
if we say their names as historical note, so when we say 1 unit 
you may use 1 full strength unit or 2 reduced units. If you split 
DD units and don’t have more in the countersheet for that na-
tionality, use another nationality DD units.

 Ê Note: We will use, for the Japanese air units, the Allied 
codename for them instead of their full name:

�� “Betty” instead of “Mitsubishi G4M”
�� “Claude” instead of “Mitsubishi A5M”
�� “Kate” instead of “Nakajima B5N”
�� “Nell” instead of “Mitsubishi G3M”
�� “Val” instead of “Aichi D3A”
�� “Zero” instead of “Mitsubishi A6M”

 Ê For the Allied air units, we will use the short technical name 
instead the larger one, so it will be F4F instead “Grumman 
F4F Wildcat”, TDB instead of “Douglas TBD Devastator”, 
and so on.
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Scenario 1. Attack on Pearl Harbor 
(December 8, 1941)
(Tutorial, 1 player)

1.1 .  GAME OBJECTIVE
You will take command of the Imperial Japanese Navy’s Kido 
Butai in their air raid over Pearl Harbor, forcing the entry 
of the USA in the World War II. It’s a 1 player scenario de-
signed to show you the rules for air-to-surface attacks and 
anti-air defences.

1 .2.  HOW TO PLAY
The rules needed to play are:
�� (2.2) Combat Units
�� (2.3.3) Damage Markers
�� (2.7) Dice
�� (3.5) Handling of combat hits
�� (4.3.X) Air-to-Surface combat

Firstly, read the first three rule sections named before, so you 
get the concepts around the combat units (air units and ships) 
and some abbreviations like “1D6”, “DRM”, etc.

Then, the Handling of combat hits is the core on how the ships 
(and land bases, although we are not using these in this sce-
nario) get damage and their levels.

Lastly, the Air-to-Surface combat section will show you how 
the air units attack surface targets (in this case, the ships on 
Pearl Harbor).

The air units from the 1st Attack Group start attacking the 
ships by following the steps described in the Air-to-Surface 
combat section. Once all the units of the 1st Attack Group have 
attacked, the aircraft of the 2nd Attack Group perform their 
attacks. When both waves have struck, the game concludes.

You then determine whether the raid has been a tactical suc-
cess by totaling the results across all the attacks.

1 .3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Pearl Harbor

I M P E R I A L  J A P A N E S E  N A V Y  ( I J N )
1st Attack Group:
�� “Kate” B (bomb-armed):  5.5 units (5 face-up, 1 face-down)
�� “Kate” T (torpedo-armed):  4.5 units (4 face-up, 1 face-down)

2nd Attack Group:
�� “Val”:  9 units

 Ê Note: you may use any aircraft counters, for this scenario 
their home base is not important.

U N I T E D  S T A T E S  N A V Y  ( U S N )
�� Battleships (BB):  Nevada, Arizona, Tennessee, West Vir-

ginia, Oklahoma, Maryland, California, Pennsylvania
�� Heavy cruisers (CA):  New Orleans, San Francisco
�� Light Cruisers (CL):  Honolulu, Detroit, Raleigh, Helena

1 .4.  SPECIAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
1.4.1. USN
Place the ships of the USN’s Pacific Fleet in their labelled slots 
on the board.

1.4.2. IJN
Place the aircraft of the Japanese 1st Attack Group in any empty 
space above as if they were flying above the ships, as this sce-
nario consists solely of air-to-surface attacks. The 2nd Attack 
Group will enter play later.

1.4.3. Recon chits and Turn marker
There won’t be Reconnaissance for this scenario, so no need 
to use the Recon chits.

Also, not needed the turn marker, it’s a partial turn where we 
only will see an air raid (air-to-surface procedure).

1 .5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
1. The torpedo-armed Kates cannot attack the following 

ships: San Francisco, Pennsylvania, New Orleans, and 
Honolulu—as these are in dock—, neither Helena, Arizo-
na, Maryland or Tennessee—as these are set between the 
coast and another blocking ship.

2. Considering that in historical events there was a strong 
element of surprise, you can neglect anti-air fire for your 
first four units’ attacks.

 Ê Note: the first 4 units, not necessarily 4 attacks. In the case 
you have a group with any of those “first” units and others, 
there will be anti-air attacks, so plan your initial groups of 
air units carefully. For example, you choose a first group 
with 2 units, and they don’t suffer anti-air fire, but for the 
second group you choose to have 3 units... they will suffer 
anti-air fire, better to have 2 units for that group, and not 3.

1 .6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
You earn Victory Points (VP) depending on the damage that 
you deal to the US Fleet. The VPs shown are per ship:

S H I P 
D A M A G E S U N K C R I T I C A L S I G N I F I C A N T

BB 6 4 3
CA 3 2 1
CL 2 1 1

With 35 points or more, the IJN secures a major tactical victory.

With 40 points or more, the IJN gets a decisive tactical victory.

1 .7 .  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor sparked the entire Pacif-
ic War. It has already been subject to countless historical ac-
counts and dramatizations, so there is no need for us to delve 
into the details here.

From a tactical standpoint:
1. The Japanese fleet travelled over 3000 nautical miles 

(about 5500km) from Iturup Island of the Kuril Islands 
to Oahu. A surprise attack of this scale had never been 
pulled off before.

2. The torpedo and bomb technology of the Japanese was 
advanced beyond all contemporary expectations.

3. As a result of these tactical advantages, the attack was 
highly one-sided.

On the strategic side:
1. The attack stirred up strong resentment from the US, the 

famous saying “Remember Pearl Harbor” being represen-
tative of this.

2. The US aircraft carriers escaped harm.
3. Oilfields and other key port facilities were not destroyed.

This trio of factors combined to seal the IJN’s eventual defeat 
in the Pacific theater.
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In the tutorial you took control of 19 aerial units (171 aircraft), 
but the attacking force was in fact much larger. We list out here 
the full complement of forces present on the day:

 IJN
Aerial attack force, CO:  VADM Chūichi Nagumo
1st Carrier Division | Carriers:  Akagi, Kaga
2nd Carrier Division | Carriers:  Sōryū, Hiryū
5th Carrier Division | Carriers:  Zuikaku, Shōkaku
Support force, CO:  VADM Gunichi Mikawa
Battleships:  Hiei, Kirishima
Heavy cruisers:  Tone, Chikuma
Patrol force, CO:  RADM Sentarō Ōmori
Light cruiser:  Abukuma
Destroyers:  Tanikaze, Hamakaze, Urakaze, Isokaze, Arare, 
Kasumi, Kagerō, Shiranui, Akigumo
Other:  three submarines, supply train of eight tankers

 1st Attack Group - 183 aircraft
CO:  CDR Mitsuo Fuchida
Horizontal bomber squadrons:  49 Nakajima B5Ns (armed 
with one 800kg armor-piercing bomb)
Launched from:  Akagi (15), Kaga (14), Sōryū (10), Hiryū (10)
Torpedo bomber squadrons:  40 Nakajima B5Ns (armed with 
a single aerial torpedo)
Launched from:  Akagi (12), Kaga (12), Hiryū (8), Sōryū (8)
Dive bomber squadrons:  51 Aichi D3As (armed with one spe-
cial-purpose 250kg bomb for ground targets)
Launched from:  Shōkaku (26), Zuikaku (25)
Air superiority squadrons:  43 Mitsubishi A6Ms
Launched from:  Akagi (9), Kaga (9), Sōryū (8), Hiryū (6), Shōka-
ku (6), Zuikaku (5)

 2nd Attack Group - 171 aircraft
CO:  LCDR Shigekazu Shimazaki
Horizontal bomber squadrons:  54 Nakajima B5Ns (armed 
with either two special-purpose 250kg bombs, or with one 
special-purpose and six 60kg general-purpose bombs)
Launched from:  Shōkaku (27), Zuikaku (27)
Dive bomber squadrons:  81 Aichi D3As (armed with a 250kg 
general-purpose bomb)
Launched from:  Kaga (27), Akagi (18), Sōryū (18), Hiryū (18)
Air superiority squadrons:  36 Mitsubishi A6Ms
Launched from:  Akagi, Kaga, Sōryū and Hiryū

 Accuracy:
Torpedoes:  55.3%
Dive bombing:  49.2%
Horizontal bombing:  24.4%

 Damage report (USN)
Ships sunk:  Arizona, Oklahoma (battleships); Utah (target ship)
Sunk, raised and repaired:  California, West Virginia (battle-
ships); Oglala (minelayer)
Heavily damaged:  Cassin, Downes (destroyers); Vestal (re-
pairs ship)
Damaged:  Nevada, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Tennessee (bat-
tleships); Helena, Honolulu, Raleigh (cruisers); Shaw (destroy-
er); Curtiss (seaplane tender)
Aircraft:  188 destroyed, 159 damaged

Damage report (IJN)
29 aircraft lost (dive bombers: 15; fighter planes: 9; torpedo 
bombers: 5)
5 midget submarines lost

1 .8.  GAME EXAMPLE
Feel free to follow along with this run-through of the tutorial:
1. Attack the West Virginia with two units of torpedo-armed Kates.
2. Neglect anti-air defenses due to the surprise attack condition.
3. Determine the attack strength:

I. A 3 is rolled. Subtract 2 to account for target being stationary.
II. Combine the Kates’ air-to-surface rating (12) with the ad-

justed roll (1) to get an attack result of 17 combat hits in 
the air-to-surface table.

4. Determine the level of damage:
I. Compare the attack hits with the ship’s face-up durabili-

ty: 17 > 9, so the attack does Minor Damage for 9 hits, and 
Significant damage for 1 more hit. Flip the counter.

II. Now check whether damage is critical. There are 7 hits 
remainder after Significant damage—compare this with 
the ship’s face-down durability: 7. These are equal, so 
damage is Critical. 1 more hit would have sunk the ship.

III. Place the critical damage marker on the ship.

5. Attack the Oklahoma with two units of torpedo-armed Kates.
I. Neglect anti-air.
II. A 6 is rolled. Combine the Kates’ air-to-surface rating (12) 

with the adjusted roll (4) to get an attack strength of 14 
combat hits.

III. Compare the attack strength with the Oklahoma’s du-
rabilities (7 face-up, 7 face-down) to decide the damage 
inflicted. Confirm that damage is significant, but 1 hit 
short of critical. Flip the counter. The leftover attack 
strength of 6 hits is dismissed.

6. Attack the Detroit with 2.5 units of Kates (0.5 torpedo, 2 bomb).
I. Anti-air: 

Roll: 3. Result: 1-0 (from the anti-air chart). 
Escape unharmed but with reduced accuracy.

II. Attack strength: 
Air-to-surface rating: 3+2+2=7. 
Roll: 4 → Adjusted roll: 4-2+1=3. 
Result: 9 (from the air-to-surface chart).

III. Damage: 
9 > face-up durability + 1 + face-down durability + 1. 
Result: the Detroit sinks.

IV. Remove the sunken Detroit from the board.

7. Attack the Pennsylvania with the remaining 3.5 units.
I. Anti-air: 

Roll: 6. Result: 0-1 (from the anti-air chart). 
The attackers suffer 1 step of damage. 
We either flip a unit face-down or remove a face-down 
unit from play. (Here we go with the latter.)

II. Attack strength: 
Air-to-surface rating: 2+2+2=6. 
Roll: 6 → Adjusted roll: 6-2+0=4. 
Result: 8 (from the air-to-surface chart).

III. Damage: 
Attack strength = face-up durability.Minor damage sustained.

IV. Place the minor damage marker on the Pennsylvania.

8. Take stock of the damage dealt:
[Sunk: Detroit | Critical damage: West Virginia | Significant 
damage: Oklahoma | Minor damage: Pennsylvania]
9. The second wave follows. No repairs are made before 

their arrival.
10. Remember:

I. The surprise attack condition (anti-air exemption) only 
applies for the first four units and they were in the first 
wave, so no surprise for the Vals.

II. The Vals can attack any unit (as they are armed with 
bombs rather than torpedoes).

11. When the second wave has finished, total up your VP to 
evaluate the success of the attack.
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Scenario 2. Sinking of Prince of Wales and 
Repulse (December 10, 1941)

(Tutorial, 1 player)
2.1.  GAME OBJECTIVE
You will take command of the Imperial Japanese Navy in their 
air raid over the Royal Navy’s Force Z. It’s a 1 player scenario 
designed to show you the rules for ship movement and the 
basics for air reconnaissance.

2.2.  HOW TO PLAY
The rules needed to play are:
�� Those needed for Scenario 1
�� (2.3) Game Markers & chits
�� (2.5) Fleet formation sheets
�� (3.6.1) Fleet formation sheets
�� (4) Sequence of Play
�� (4.1) Naval Movement Phase
�� (4.4) Reconnaissance Phase
�� (4.5) Administrative Phase

After playing Scenario 1 you now master the Air-to-Surface 
combat rules and how to handle damage to ships. In order to 
play this scenario you will need to know the sequence of play, 
the Naval Movement, the Reconnaissance and the Adminis-
trative phases.

In this scenario you will use only four phases of the turn:
1. Naval Movement phase (by the RN)
2. Aircraft Operations phase – only the Air-to-Surface com-

bat section (by the IJN)
3. Reconnaissance phase (by the IJN)
4. Administrative phase

Until the IJN has discovered Force Z’s location, skip the attack 
phase. In the next scenarios you will see that you may only 
execute an air raid over sighted Fleet markers, something not 
explained in the Air-to-Surface combat procedure because it 
belongs to the full Aircraft Operations phase, not used here..

2.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Java Sea

I J N  U N I T S
U N I T  B A S E N E L L  ( B ) N E L L  ( T ) B E T T Y

Genzan (Gen) 1 2 0

Mihoro (Mih) 3 1 0

Kanoya (Kan) 0 0 3

 Ê Note: The torpedo-armed Nells have an air-to-surface rat-
ing of 6, but the Nells with bombs (2 x 250kg / 1 x 500kg) 
are rated only 2. This is because their method of attack is 
horizontal bombing, which has lower accuracy.

R O YA L  N A V Y  ( R N )  U N I T S ,  F O R C E  Z
�� BB:  Prince of Wales, Repulse
�� DD:  1.5 units (Electra, Express, Vampire)

Special rule: The destroyers in this scenario are represented 
with two ship counters: one face-up, one face-down.

 Ê Note: A fourth destroyer, HMS Tenedos, was split up from 
the main group at the time of the attack.

2.4.  SPECIAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
2.4.1. RN
Use the Formation No.11 in the Allies’ fleet formation sheet, and 
line the Allied warships up in the boxes, in any order you wish.

 Ê Note: the order is relevant because in the air-to-surface 
attack, you use the anti-air values of the target and its im-
mediate adjacent ships, so if you want something difficult 
place both BB adjacent in the central boxes, and the DDs 
in the outermost boxes, if you want it easier, do not place 
adjacent both BB. You may also place them randomly, it’s 
up to you.

Now take the Allied Fleet marker “TF.11” and 3 Allied dummies 
(the markers without any number on the reverse side). Place 
these 4 markers face-up (showing the flag), and shuffle them 
until you are unsure which one is the TF.11 marker, and place 
all them on hexes near the board’s center (which four are cho-
sen does not matter, it’s only for understanding movement and 
recon rules)

2.4.2. IJN
The IJN aircraft are put in any space off the board, they will act 
as in the Scenario 1but this time to make an air raid against 
the Force Z.

2.4.3. Recon chits and Turn marker
In this scenario we are using the Reconnaissance rules, so put 
the 54 recon chits into a cup (or bag, any container that allows 
for random drawing).

The game starts at 0900, Turn 5, so the turn marker goes into 
that box on the Turn track.

The game will last 4 turns, up to the end of turn 8, or when the 
air raid is launched if before the end of turn 8.

2.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
2.5.1. Movement phase
The four fleet markers move one hex south per turn (remain-
ing face-up).

2.5.2. Aircraft Operations phase
Only for the Air-to-Surface combat section
1. Until the enemy has been located through reconnais-

sance, this phase is omitted. You cannot deduce the en-
emy’s location through a process of elimination. Even if 
you have flipped all three dummies, drawing the “?” chit 
means the fleet’s location remains unknown. Is imperative 
that you detect the actual enemy fleet in order to attack.

2. When you attack, you will use all the air units, and after 
that the scenario ends and proceed to calculate your level 
of Victory.

 Ê Note: The base of the aircraft units, marked on their count-
ers, has no relevance in this scenario, it’s only for historical 
reference. You can group the units for the attacks on the 
targets as you wish.

 Ê Note that in this scenario we will introduce another fac-
tor for the anti-air table: the anti-air ratings of the ships 
neighboring your target. Also note that unlike the Pearl 
Harbor scenario there is no surprise attack condition (and 
there won’t be for any other later scenario, your bombers 
will face anti-air fire from the battle’s start.) and that here 
the ships are not stationary (so no -2 bonus to the air-to-
surface die roll).
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2.5.3. Recon phase (for this scenario only)
1. You search two hexes per turn in this scenario (some land bas-

es are assumed to be near Force Z, no scout range limitations).
2. To check whether recon has been successful, flip the two 

chits onto their reverse sides. In two-player games it will 
be the role of your opponent to do this. They will report to 
you the result of the reconnaissance without showing you 
the chit’s back side.

3. If the Recon chit says “Detected”, flip the Fleet marker. If 
it’s the TF.11 then you can attack the fleet next turn.

4. If it says “Misdirect”, flip the Fleet marker. If it’s TF.11 then 
you can attack the fleet next turn. If it’s a Dummy marker 
then it’s as a “no contact,” and you are forced to search the 
same marker again next turn.

5. If it’s “?”, the Fleet marker stays face-up. It is up to you 
whether to search the same marker next turn (in contrast 
to when “misdirect” is drawn).

 Ê Also note that chits are not returned to the chit-holder.

2.5.4. Administrative phase
�� The turn marker shifts to the next slot.
�� If Force Z is not found by start of 1330 (within 3 turns) then 

they successfully evade the IJN’s scouts (because the attack 
phase is resolved before the recon, so finding them in the 
last turn has no use).

2.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game ends once all of your units have attacked once.
�� IJN Victory:  sinking of the Repulse and Prince of Wales 

(same result as in actual events).
�� IJN Major Victory:  same as Victory + sinking at least 1 de-

stroyer (1 DD step) (you have outdone the bomber crews of the 
Genzan (Gen), Kanoya (Kan) and Mihoro (Mih) Air Groups)

�� Anything less will be deemed as failure.

2.7.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
On December 8 1941, near-simultaneously to the Pearl Harbor 
attack, Japanese forces launched a ground assault on the Ma-
lay Peninsula. Their objective was to gain control of Malaya, 
and in particular the vital strategic location at the peninsula’s 
southern tip—Singapore.

Admiral Phillips, commander of the Royal Navy in the Pacific, 
set out with a group of two battleships and three destroyers 
to intercept the Japanese invasion force. His flagship the HMS 
Prince of Wales was nicknamed “HMS Unsinkable” for its high-
ly advanced armor, and far outstripped the two battleships of 
VADM Kondō and the IJN’s Southern Force: Haruna and Kongō.

On the 9th at 1400, the IJN submarine I-65 first caught sight 
of Force Z. The Japanese reacted by hastily evacuating their 
landing craft, and scrambling bombers of the 22nd Air Flotilla 
from their base in French Indochina (a mixture of present-day 
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia) to attack. The 22nd searched for 
Force Z through the evening, with no success. That night, Phil-
lips made the call to return to Singapore, believing a surprise 
attack to have become impractical.

IJN scouts and bombers took to the skies again in search of 
Force Z at 0625 on the 10th. Around five hours later they found 
their target. A force of 85 G3Ms and G4Ms swiftly converged 
on the two battleships, thus beginning the first ever assault by 
aircraft on capital ships at sea. The flagship took a crippling hit 
from a torpedo bomber in the first wave, debilitating its anti-air 
capability. An eventual four torpedo hits to each ship saw them 
both sunk by 1318. In spite of the RN’s utmost defensive efforts, 
the Japanese returned to their bases just four aircraft short 
of the force that set out. The operation they had just carried 
out signaled an end to the era in which battleships and their 
goliath cannons were the dominant force in naval warfare.

Scenario 3. Battle of the Java Sea 
(February 27, 1942)
(Tutorial, 1 player)

3.1 .  GAME OBJECTIVE
You will take command of the Imperial Japanese Navy in the 
first inter-fleet engagement of the Pacific War where a strong 
IJN fleet tasked with the defense of transports for an invasion 
of Java met with a mixed force of American (US), British (UK), 
Dutch (DEI - Dutch East Indies) and Australian (AU) ships. It’s 
a 1 player scenario designed to show you the Naval Combat 
rules (inter-ship battles and torpedo warfare).

3.2.  HOW TO PLAY
The rules needed to play are:
�� Those needed for Scenario 2
�� (3.1 – 3.4) Initiative player, Day and Night, Stacking, Zone 

of Control
��  (4.2) Naval Combat Phase

After playing Scenario 2 we will extend the movement rules 
and see in play the Naval Combat phase, some differences of 
Day and Night turns, and possibly the Emergency Repairs for 
ships under Minor Damage during the Administrative phase 
of the end of turn.

In this scenario you will use only three phases of the turn:
1. Naval Movement phase (both sides in order)
2. Naval Combat phase (both sides, simultaneous)
3.  Administrative phase

 Ê Note: The game starts from turn 7, so the IJN moves first. 
Read carefully the rules for the Movement phase (but we 
won’t use the merging and rearranging of the Task Forces) 
and Naval Combat phase, and remember that the Admin-
istrative phase is more than advancing the turn marker 
although for this scenario we are not using its step 3 (the 
reset of recon/report).

3.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Java Sea

I J N  U N I T S
5th Cruiser Division (CO: RADM Takagi Takeo)
�� CA:  Nachi, Haguro
�� DD:  2 units (Ushio, Sazanami, Yamakaze, Kawakaze)

2nd Torpedo Squadron (CO: RADM Raizō Tanaka)
�� CL:  Jintsū
�� DD:  2 units (Yukikaze, Tokitsukaze, Amatsukaze, Hatsukaze)

4th Torpedo Squadron (CO: RADM Shōji Nishimura)
�� CL:  Naka
�� DD:  3 units (Murasame, Samidare, Harukaze, Yūdachi, Asa-

gumo, Minegumo)

A L L I E D  ( A B D A )  F O R C E S
ABDA Combined Striking Force (CO: RADM Doorman)
�� CA:  HMS Exeter (UK), USS Houston* (US)
�� CL:  HNLMS De Ruyter (DEI), HNLMS Java (DEI), HMAS 

Perth (AU)
�� UK DD:  1.5 units (Electra, Encounter, Jupiter)
�� DEI DD:  1 unit (Kortenaer, Witte)
�� USA DD:  2 units (Alden, John D. Edwards, John D. Ford, 

Paul Jones)

*The USS Houston starts with Significant damage (was dam-
aged going into battle), so it is placed face-down.
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3.4.  SPECIAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
3.4.1. ABDA
Use the Formation No.7 in the Allies’ fleet formation sheet, and 
line the Allied warships up in the boxes, in any order you wish.

There are 10 counters and only 9 boxes, this is an exception 
for this scenario to the restriction of the number of ships 
that may be in a formation.

 Ê Note: the order is not relevant because there won’t be air-to-
surface attacks. But, it may help you placing them grouped 
and ordered by CA  CL  DD, because we are going to 
have naval combats and it would be easier to you seeing 
the ships that way. For other scenarios, order them as if 
you are going to suffer air raids.

Now take the Allied Fleet marker “TF.7” and 2 Allied dummies 
(the markers without any number on the reverse side). Place 
these 3 markers face-up (showing the flag), and shuffle them 
until you are unsure which one is the TF.7 marker, and place 
them on the designated ABDA hexes.

3.4.2. IJN
Use the Formations No.7 to 9 in the IJN’s fleet formation sheet, 
and line the fleets up in their assigned formation, as you wish.

 Ê Note: the order is not relevant because there won’t be air-to-
surface attacks. But, it may help you placing them grouped 
and ordered by CA  CL  DD, because we are going to 
have naval combats and it would be easier to you seeing 
the ships that way. For other scenarios, order them as if 
you are going to suffer air raids.

�� 5th Cruiser  No. 7
�� 2nd Torpedo  No. 8
�� 4th Torpedo  No. 9

Now place the TF.7, TF.8 and TF.9 IJN’s Fleet markers on the 
designated hexes with their number side up (since the scenar-
io is solitaire there is no need to hide their designation from 
another player)

3.4.3. Recon chits and Turn marker
There won’t be Reconnaissance for this scenario, so no need 
to use the Recon chits.

The game starts at 1200, Turn 7, so the turn marker goes into 
that box on the Turn track.

The game will last 6 turns, up to the end of turn 12.

3.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
3.5.1. Movement phase
1. The ABDA’s movements are decided with a die roll for 

each marker, as follows:

D I E  
R O L L

D I R E C T I O N
D A Y N I G H T

1-2 NW NW→NW
3 NW NW→W
4 W W→NW

5-6 W W→W

2. As moving to a hex occupied by an enemy unit is not per-
mitted, the Allies may be forced to adjust course if the 
movement is blocked. The course adjustment has the fol-
lowing precedence: NW > W > SW > SE > NE > E.

3. On the turn 11, the ABDA fleet attempts to distance itself 
from the IJN. Instead of rolling a die, ABDA will:

�� Avoid the ZOCs of IJN markers.
�� Follow the precedence: NW > W > SW > S > SE > NE > E.

Look at the diagram to see what this means: A-D are the four 
hexes not in IJN ZOCs. South-west (A) is chosen if it is un-
blocked, followed by B , then C  then D .

B C

D

A

3.5.2. Naval Combat phase
During the firing to the targets step you have no opponent 
here, so nothing is stopping you from changing targets mid-
way. However, we encourage honesty. Thus, try to do the best 
elections of targets for the ABDA player.

3.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game ends at the end of turn 12. You earn Victory Points 
(VP) depending on the damage that you deal to the ABDA Fleet. 
The VPs shown are per ship (a reduced DD is 1 ship, and a full 
DD is 2 ships)

The IJN needs 7 points more than ABDA to claim a major vic-
tory at the Battle of the Java Sea.

S H I P / D A M A G E S U N K C R I T I C A L S I G N I F .
CA 3 2 2
CL 2 1 1
DD 0.5

3.7.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
February 27 1942 saw the first inter-fleet engagement of the 
Pacific War. A 41-strong IJN fleet tasked with the defense of 
transports for an invasion of Java met with a mixed force of 
American, British, Dutch and Australian ships.

Numerically speaking the sides were evenly matched (each 
with two heavy cruisers, the Allies with an extra light cruiser). 
The vessels on the Allies’ side however were far from the finest 
in their respective services—many of them WW1-era. Their 
crews were not in top condition either, having just come from 
successive days of fleet actions.

The ships were within 20,000 meters of each other by the after-
noon, and began to exchange fire. They sailed eastwards, parallel 
to each other, but with little prospect of landing much damage 
considering their distance. The one significant hit scored was 
by the Haguro on the Exeter. An 8-inch armor-piercing shell 
prompted fires, a loss of speed, and the ship’s eventual retreat.

The loss of the Exeter disarrayed the Allies. This was com-
pounded when the Dutch destroyer Kortenaer was struck by 
a Long Lance torpedo, split in two and sank. RADM Takagi 
ordered a full advance at this point, but was thwarted as the 
Allies fell back under a smokescreen cover, with the light fad-
ing as well.
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At 2100 a group of four veteran US destroyers, having exhausted 
their torpedoes, broke from the fleet to return to Surabaya sep-
arately. The remaining ships tried to stay clear of the Japanese 
force, but to no avail. They re-encountered them at 2300, finding 
themselves up against specialists of nighttime naval warfare, 
who had in the Long Lance a devastating secret weapon.

Both Java and De Ruyter fell victim to a torpedo salvo. Before 
going down with the flagship, Admiral Doorman instructed 
the remnants of the fleet to make for Batavia.

The heavy cruisers Houston and Perth managed to escape, but 
upon passing through the Sunda Strait on the night of February 
28 were re-engaged by the IJN and sunk following fierce fighting.

With these losses the Allies’ naval presence in the Java Sea 
was all but wiped out.

Scenario 4. Carrier vs. Carrier (Fictional)
(Tutorial, 2 players)

4.1 .  GAME OBJECTIVE
At last we arrive at a proper, competitive two-player wargame. 
Here you will gain familiarity with the rules for Aircraft Opera-
tions and the air status, and the air-to-air battles. It is a fictional 
rather than a historical scenario, and quite idealized in that the 
opponents are of near-equal strength. We hope this scenario will 
give you a feel for the strategic duels between aircraft carriers 
that ended up being the decisive encounters of the Pacific War.

4.2.  HOW TO PLAY
Just in case you decided to start playing this scenario without 
playing the previous three tutorial scenarios, instead of saying 
which rules you will need to play, here there are the ones that 
you DON’T need to play:
�� (4.2) Naval Combat phase
�� (2.2.4, 3.5.6, 4.2.4...) and any others relative to Land Bases

Right... you need all the rules, except the Naval Combat (which 
we won’t use even if a hypothetical surface combat between 
the DD could have happened), and the land base rules (we don’t 
have any here).

In this scenario you will use only four phases of the turn:
1. Movement phase
2. Aircraft Operations phase
3. Recon phase
4. Administrative phase

4.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Combined Fleet vs Pacific Fleet

I J N  U N I T S
�� CV:  Zuikaku, Shōkaku
�� DD:  8 units (do not split them)

A i r c r a f t
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L

Zuikaku (Zui) 2 2 2
Shōkaku (Sho) 2 2 2

U S N  U N I T S
�� CV:  Enterprise, Yorktown
�� USA DD:  8 units (do not split them)

A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Enterprise (CV6) 3 4 1
Yorktown (CV5) 3 4 1

4.4.  SPECIAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
4.4.1. Fleet formation sheet
Each side will use 2 Carrier Task Force formations: TF.1 and 
TF.2, each one with the Carrier in the central position and the 
DD units surrounding the Carriers.

4.4.2. Aircraft status sheet
Arrange the aircraft counters in the aircraft status sheet of 
their home bases.

4.4.3. Fleet markers
Each side takes the TF.1 and TF.2 Fleet markers plus three Dum-
mies and places them face-up (showing the flag) on the hexes 
marked “”.

4.4.4. Turn marker
The game starts at 0000, Turn 1, so the turn marker goes into that 
box on the Turn track. The game will last until the end of turn 9.

4.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
4.5.1. Movement phase
In this scenario neither side may retreat. This means the fol-
lowing movements are restricted:
�� IJN:  South-west, North-west
�� USN:  North-east, South-east.

4.5.2. Naval Combat phase
There is no naval combat phase in this scenario; even if two 
fleets come into contact, surface battle does not take place.

4.5.3. Aircraft Operations phase
 Ê Note (Anti-air defenses): The anti-air fire is different when 
it’s from a Column or from a Ring shaped formation (See 
4.3.5, Anti-air defenses).

 Ê Note (Damage): note that there are special rules for dam-
aging a Carrier (3.5.1 and 3.5.2)

4.5.4. Recon phase
We will be using for this scenario only a different simplified set of 
rules for Reconnaissance. Feel free to use those from the rulebook, 
but as this is a tutorial scenario where the focus is in the direct 
Carrier interactions we recommend to use the following ones:
1. The general reconnaissance rules from scenario 2 apply. 

Reconnaissance can only be performed between 0600 and 
1330, as shown in the Turn track.

2. Only scout 2 hexes per player, no range limit
3. Since this is a two-player game, the misleadingness of 

the “Misdirect” chit comes into play: When a misdirect is 
drawn for a dummy marker, “no contact” comes in and the 
marker is not flipped.

 Ê Note: The scouting player cannot be sure if the chit drawn 
was a “?” or a “Misdirect,” so they might feel the need to 
search the marker again.

Summary:
1. Player A picks two hexes.
2. Player B draws two chits and places them face-up (the 

side with “SEARCH”) on the hexes
3. Without Player A looking, Player B checks the chit.
4. Player B report “no contact,” “fleet task force sighted” or 

“carrier task force sighted” as appropriate.

4.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
At end of turn 9, convert the damage you inflicted into Victory 
Points. The VPs shown are per ship (a reduced DD is 1 ship, and 
a full DD is 2 ships)

S H I P  / D A M A G E S U N K C R I T I C A L S I G N I F . M I N O R
CV 10 7 4 2
DD 0.5

Then compare your totals:
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V P  D I F F E R E N C E S C E N A R I O  R E S U L T
0-3 Draw
4-6 Marginal victory
7-9 Victory

10-16 Major victory
17+ Decisive victory

Scenario 5. Battle of the Coral Sea 
(May 7-8, 1942)

(Beginner, 2 players)
5.1.  GAME OBJECTIVE
All of the rules you have seen so far will be incorporated in the 
scenarios going forward. Getting a handle on this scenario will 
stand you in good stead for playing those to follow.

Now it is time to put yourselves in the shoes of the fleets’ com-
manders, for the first carrier vs carrier battle in history, in a 
match for the control of Port Moresby.

5.2.  HOW TO PLAY
 Ê Just in case you decided to start playing this scenario with-
out playing the initial four tutorial scenarios, a quick note: 
you need all the rules, except the Land base related rules 
(we don’t have any land base here).

From this scenario on you will use the full sequence of play.

5.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Coral Sea

I J N  U N I T S
Task Force MO
�� 5th Carrier Division:  CV: Zuikaku, Shōkaku
�� 5th Cruiser Division:  CA: Myōkō, Haguro
�� 7th Destroyer Division:  DD: 1 unit (Akebono, Ushio)
�� 27th Destroyer Division:  DD: 2 units (Ariake, Yūgure, Shi-

ratsuyu, Shigure)

Covering Group
�� 6th Cruiser Division: 

�• CVL:  Shōhō
�• CA:  Aoba, Kako, Kinugasa, Furutaka
�• DD:  0.5 units (Sazanami)

Support Group
�� 18th Cruiser Division:  CL: Tenryū, Tatsuta

Port Moresby Invasion Group
�� 6th Destroyer Squadron: 
�� CL:  Yūbari
�� DD:  3 units (Oite, Asanagi, Mutsuki, Yayoi, Mochizuki, Uzuki)
�� AK (transports):  6 units.

A i r c r a f t
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L C L A U D E

Zuikaku (Zui) 2 2 2 0
Shōkaku (Sho) 2 2 2 0

Shōhō * 0.5 1 0 1

 Ê Note: Shōhō has no designated aircraft, so use counters 
with no home base, or with another base.

U S N  U N I T S
Task Force 17
�� Carrier Air Group: 

�• CV:  Yorktown, Lexington
�• DD:  2 units (Morris, Anderson, Hammann, Russell)

�� Attack Group:

�• CA:  Minneapolis, New Orleans, Astoria, Chester, Portland
�• DD:  2.5 units (Phelps, Dewey, Farragut, 

Aylwin, Monaghan)

�� Support Group:

�• CA:  Australia (AU), Chicago, Hobart (AU)
�• DD:  1 unit (Perkins, Walke)

�� Fueling Group: Tankers:

�• AO:  Neosho, Tippecanoe
�• DD:  1 unit (Sims, Worden)

A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD
Lexington (CV2) 3 4 1
Yorktown (CV5) 3 4 1

5.4.  SPECIAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
5.4.1. Fleet formation sheet
The IJN cannot assign ships from the Port Moresby Invasion 
Group to a Carrier Task Force other than the Shōhō.

You can freely combine units from the different divisions listed 
in the order of battle.

 Ê Note: As usual, it does not matter there are empty boxes in 
the formations, and a full destroyer unit can be split up as 
two reduced counters when forming fleets.

5.4.2. Fleet markers
 Ê Note: You will use 12 markers total per side — always use 
dummies to make up the difference.

First the IJN player places their markers behind their start line, 
and then the USN player do the same.

5.4.3. Turn marker
The game starts at midnight on May 7, so place the Turn marker 
in the Turn 1 box of the Turn track.

The game will last two complete days, until the end of turn 24.

5.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
5.5.1. Recon Phase
From now on, use the full Recon phase rules.

5.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game runs until the end of turn 24 (the second day of fight-
ing). We now divide the Victory Points (VP) into SVP (Strategic 
VP) and TVP (Tactical VP). The player with the most SVP and 
TVP combined wins.

 Ê Note: this division between SVP and TVP allows you to 
distinguish between a tactical victory and a strategic de-
feat, as it happened to the Japanese in Coral Sea, where 
they lost in terms of strategic goals (12 SVP for the USA), 
but won in terms of tactical points (1.5 TVP).

5.6.1. Tactical Victory Points (TVP)
TVP are simply the points players earn for damaging ships. 
In the TVP section of the combat charts you will find the TVP 
that apply to all the remaining scenarios.
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5.6.2. Strategic Victory Points (SVP)
12 SVP are awarded to the side that “controls” Port Moresby at 
the end of the game.

Control of Port Moresby is for the Allies by default. The IJN 
may control (capture) Port Moresby if all of the following con-
ditions are met:
1. No operational* US carrier is within 5 hexes (distance 

to raid) of any of the waterway hexes out to New Guin-
ea’s south coast (hexes 1014 and 1015) * = Non-operation-
al means either: (a) Significant damage and landing or 
launching disabled, or (b) Critical damage; or (c) Sunk.

2. At least 3 Transport ships (3 steps) are left intact.
3. The Transports are within 16 hexes* of Port Moresby.  

* = These 16 hexes must form a traversable path, i.e not be 
blocked off by land or reefs. Allied fleet markers do not 
block this path.

 Ê Note: This distance is so that they would be close enough 
to land by May 10. Remember that transports can travel 1 
hex on night turns and 1 hex every odd daytime turn—so 
8 hexes a day.

4. One or more Zero units (a reduced Zero is 0.5 units) are in 
a position to provide CAP for the transports.

 Ê Note: We have this condition because the US’s aerial pres-
ence around Port Moresby had been growing.

5.6.3. Final Result
The player with the most SVP and TVP combined wins.

 Ê Note: The IJN historical result was 14.5 TVP (10 TVP for 1 
CV Sunk, 4 TVP for 1 CV with Significant damage, and 0.5 
TVP f or 1 DD ship sunk). That of the USN was 13 TVP (7 
TVP for 1 CV with Significant damage, and 6 TVP for 1 CVL 
sunk). Net result of 1.5 TVP for the IJN, tactical victory by 
a narrow margin. The 12 SVP for the USN control of Port 
Moresby gives them strategic victory, and also the overall 
victory with a net of 10.5 VP.

5.7.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Coral Sea goes down as the first carrier-on-carrier battle in his-
tory. In May of 1942 the IJN were planning an invasion of Port 
Moresby (the capital of New Guinea, on its south coast). Their 
objective was to cut off the US-Australian communications line.

The US intercepted messages detailing the operation, code-
named “MO,” and sent RADM Fletcher with Task Force 17 (the 
Lexington and Yorktown its mainstays) to hold off the inva-
sion force.

The Task Force sailed to Tulagi (an island to the north of Gua-
dalcanal) and bombarded a newly-erected naval base, also sink-
ing the destroyer Kikuzuki.

IJN scouts sighted what they thought was TF17 in the early 
hours of May 7, leading the fleet commander RADM Hara to 
promptly launch a strike force of 78 aircraft. The sighting was 
erroneous; only the tanker Neosho and the destroyer Sims were 
at the coordinates.

At about the same time, the USN located the light carrier Shōhō 
and its escorting cruisers. They sent 90 aircraft with a primary 
objective of sinking the carrier. With a combined 13 bomb and 
7 torpedo hits, they succeeded.

In spite of frenetic scouting over the rest of the day, neither 
side could locate the other’s main fleet. The deciding action 
had to wait for the next day.

The two fleets’ carriers were located by scouts early the next 
morning. Their commanders immediately dispatched strike 
forces of 69 (IJN) and 82 (USN) aircraft.

The Lexington was tracked down and struck with two bombs 
and two torpedoes, while the Yorktown took a single bomb 

hit. Later that evening during repair works, a series of explo-
sions occurred on the Lexington. Fires broke out, and became 
uncontrollable to the point that the carrier had to be scuttled.

The American attackers in turn scored bomb hits on the Shōka-
ku, rendering its flight deck unusable and forcing it from battle.

Though RADM Fletcher still had the Yorktown operational, he 
decided to retreat given reports of further Japanese carriers 
in the area.

The Japanese commanders in turn decided not to press further, 
having received reports that both US carriers had been sunk 
and knowing their fuel situation was precarious.

Thus ended the first of the war’s five major carrier battles, with 
what we now consider to be an important strategic victory for 
the Allies. Though they failed to execute their invasion plan, 
the IJN came out slightly on top in terms of ships damaged. 
However that seems insignificant in light of what followed a 
month later. The key result from this battle was the loss suf-
fered to the Shōkaku and Zuikaku’s air groups (both planes 
and personnel), which forced their absence from the decisive 
battle that followed at Midway.

Scenario 6. Battle of Midway (June 4-5, 1942)
(Beginner, 2 players)

6.1.  GAME OBJECTIVE
The IJN pushed ahead preparations for Operation MI: a con-
troversial invasion of Midway Atoll that aimed to bolster the 
homeland’s defenses and also to lure the USN carriers to get 
into the defense of Midway, aiming to sink them in a trap. But 
the USN knowledge of the IJN plans turned the trap into a 
hunter hunted.

Now it is time to put yourselves in the shoes of the fleets’ com-
manders, for the decisive carrier vs carrier battle of Midway.

6.2.  HOW TO PLAY
 Ê Just in case you decided to start playing this scenario with-
out playing the initial four tutorial scenarios, a quick note: 
you need all the rules including the Land base rules.

From this scenario on you will use the full sequence of play.

6.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Midway

I J N  U N I T S
First Air Fleet (CO: VADM Chūichi Nagumo)
�� 1st Carrier Division:  CV: Akagi, Kaga
�� 2nd Carrier Division:  CV: Hiryū, Sōryū
�� Support group:

�• BB:  Haruna, Kirishima
�• CA:  Tone, Chikuma

�� Screening force:

�• CL:  Nagara
�• DD:  6 units (Kazegumo, Yūgumo, Makigumo, Akigu-

mo, Isokaze, Urakaze, Hamakaze, Tanikaze, Hagikaze, 
Maikaze, Arashi, Nowaki)

Midway Invasion Force
�� Midway Support Force:

�• CA:  Suzuya, Mikuma, Mogami, Kumano
�• DD:  1 unit (Asashio, Arashio)
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A i r c r a f t
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L

Akagi (Aka) 2.5 2 2
Kaga (Ka) 2.5 3 2
Hiryū (Hir) 2 2 2

Sōryū (Sor) 2 2 2

U S N  U N I T S
Task Force 17 (RADM Fletcher)
�� CV:  Yorktown
�� CA:  Astoria, Portland
�� DD:  3 units (Hammann, Hughes, Morris, Anderson, Rus-

sell, Gwin)

Task Force 16 (RADM Spruance)
�� CV:  Enterprise, Hornet
�� CA:  New Orleans, Vincennes, Minneapolis, Northamp-

ton, Pensacola
�� CL:  Atlanta
�� DD:  4.5 units (Phelps, Worden, Benham, Monaghan, Conyn-

gham, Maury, Aylwin, Balch, Ellet)

Land Base unit:
�� Midway base

A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD
Yorktown (CV5) 3 4 1
Enterprise (CV6) 3 4 1

Hornet (CV8) 3 4 1

HOME BASE F2A B17 B26 TBD SB2U
Midway 3 1 1 1 1

6.4.  SPECIAL SETUP INSTRUCTIONS
6.4.1. Fleet formation sheet
No restriction. As usual, you can freely combine units from the 
different divisions listed in the order of battle.

6.4.2. Aircraft status sheet
The Midway base unit is placed in one of the No. of the air-
craft status sheet for bases. The base’s aerial units all go in the 
READY slot. These units will transition through the four slots 
just as if the base were a carrier.

6.4.3. Fleet markers
 Ê Note: You will use 12 markers total per side — always use 
dummies to make up the difference.

First the IJN player places their markers behind their start line, 
and then the USN player do the same. The IJN’s fleet markers 
must go on hexes touching the start line (behind it). The USN 
fleet markers anywhere behind their respective start line

6.4.4. Turn marker
The game starts at midnight on June 4, so place the Turn marker 
in the Turn 1 box of the Turn track.

The game will last until the sunset of the second day of battle, 
the end of turn 22.

6.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
6.5.1. IJN movement restrictions
�� The IJN Carrier Task Forces must advance towards Midway 

directly, placing them at 4 hexes of Midway (just 4 hexes, no 
more, no less) by the end of the movement phase of Turn 
3 (to launch the air raid to Midway, 6.4.3).

 Ê Note: you may move other fleet markers as you wish, but 
any marker that doesn’t move that way is telling the USN 
that it’s not a Carrier Task Force.

�� The IJN cannot move north-west or south-west. This re-
striction lifts once the USN launches an aerial Raid on 
any IJN ship.

6.5.2. USN Night reconnaissance from Midway
The USN was aware of the Japanese invasion plan. According-
ly, on the night of the 5th, they dispatched a patrol of 23 PBY 
Catalinas to thoroughly reconnoiter the region.

During the Recon Phase of the Turns 1 and 2 (usually skipped 
for being night turns) the USN searches all IJN markers within 
8 hexes of Midway. The IJN player draws a chit for each marker, 
and reports to their opponent as follows:

D E T E C T E D M I S D I R E C T ?
Fleet Fleet sighted No Contact

Dummy No Contact

 Ê If the report is “Fleet sighted” place a Report marker (choose 
any side) with the Fleet marker, it’s now partially detected. 
Set aside the Recon chit. Note: as you can observe the car-
rier’s presence is not mentioned.

If the result is “No Contact”, place the chit beneath the Fleet, as 
usual. If by turn 2 all the genuine fleet markers have a Report 
marker (check the fleet formation chart to see how many there 
are) remove all the dummies from the board.

In this scenario, this is the only Recon the land base will do, 
for the rest of turns the land base won’t contribute to the 
Recon phase.

6.5.3. Air raid on Midway
In the Aircraft Operations phase of Turn 3 the IJN Carrier Task 
Forces must attack the Midway base unit.
�� 12 aircraft units participate in the raid, not more, not less (a 

reduced unit counts as 0.5, so that makes for 12 units if full, 
or any other combination if you send some reduced units).

 Ê Note 1: The actual attack was carried out by 36 Zeros, 36 
Kates and 36 Vals.)

 Ê Note 2: Remember also that per the rules of raids to land 
bases rules, a “T” unit is considered a “B” unit (air-to-surface 
value 2 instead 6) during the raid. You may use if you want 
the specific “B”-marked counters with air-to-surface ratings 
of 2 instead of 6, but remember to change those counters to 
the Torpedo „T“ counters when they return to their carriers.)

�� The USN must include the Midway’s 3 units of F2A Buffalos 
among their interceptors. That means that they must be 
3 of the 4 units of the READY section, and that they must 
be put in CAP.

6.5.4. Ship’s Surface attacks on Midway
Just a note to remember that a land base can also be bombarded 
by ships (during the Naval Combat phase, see rulebook 4.2.4).

 Ê Historically, admiral Yamamoto ordered Kurita’s 4 CA to 
bombard the Midway base but withdrew the order due to 
the increasing risk of air raids from USN CVs

6.5.5. Long Range Raids from Midway to Task Forces
The long range raids against task forces rule (see rulebook 
4.3.9) is optional for this scenario, both players may use it if 
they agree.

 Ê Note: as usual, even if you don’t use this optional rule, a 
land base may still launch raids up to 5 hexes.

6.5.6. B-17s
As this is the first appearance of B-17s in the scenarios, and 
just in case you forget the rules for B-17, here are a summary 
of this aircraft type: this aircraft attacked from an altitude be-
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yond the range of anti-air guns, so they are exempt from the 
anti-air step. The IJNs fighters are not forced to intercept them. 
And also, they carry out only one attack then retreat off board 
(remove from game).

6.5.7. Raids from USN bases
 Ê The USN had many inexperienced aircrews flying at Mid-
way. This is exemplified by the fact that the bomber and 
fighter squadrons launched from the Hornet failed to spot 
the Japanese carriers, and more than half of them ended 
up crash-landing at sea.

For this scenario the USN player rolls 1D6 for each attack group 
(all those aircraft from the same base attacking the same tar-
get hex) to decide whether their bombers locate their targets. 
The roll is made just before the interception step of the raid.

If the roll is 1-5, then all targets are located and the raid pro-
ceeds as usually.

But if the roll is 6, then a third of aircraft fail to locate their 
target. In this case, 1/3 of the aircraft counters won’t partici-
pate in the attack (they won’t participate in the air-to-surface 
step, neither can be intercepted, but they will return to base 
with the others). Round to the nearest whole number (0.5 is 1).

EXAMPLE:  An attack with 1 counter is unaffected (1/3 is 
0.33→0), 2 counters will “lose” 1counter (2/3 is 0.67→1) and so on.

The decision of which specific counters won’t participate is 
made by the initiative player.

6.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game ends early if all the carriers of one side are disabled*, 
or leave Midway waters (off board).

* Disabled means either: (a) Significant damage + landing or 
launching disabled, or (b) Critical damage; or (c) sunk.

Otherwise the game runs from turn 1 until the end of turn 22 
or until one side concedes.

6.6.1. TVP
Players gain TVP based on the damage they inflict. Refer to the 
TVP section of the combat charts for the figures.

6.6.2. SVP
There is no SVP on offer for the USN.

The IJN gain 15 points by destroying the Midway base unit, and 
defying history by conquering the atoll.

6.6.3. Final result
Total up SVP and TVP for each player and then calculate the 
difference between them to decide the winner.

V P  D I F F E R E N C E S C E N A R I O  R E S U L T
0-5 Draw
6-10 Marginal victory
11-20 Victory
21-35 Major victory
36+ Decisive victory

6.7.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
On April 18 1942 a squadron of 16 B-25s took off from the Hor-
net, to carry what is now known as the Doolittle raid—the first 
air raid on the Japanese mainland of WW2. Relatively minor 
damage resulted, but even so civilians and military leaders 
alike were shocked.

Fearing the impact of civil unrest on the war effort, the com-
mander-in-chief of the IJN’s Combined Fleet, Admiral Isoroku 
Yamamoto, pushed ahead preparations for Operation MI: a 
controversial invasion of Midway Atoll that aimed to bolster 
the homeland’s defenses. He predicted the USN carriers would 
likely come to the defense of Midway, and aimed to sink them.

The US was aware of Operation MI, having intercepted and 
decrypted communications referring to it. They readied two 
task forces—the 16th (with the Enterprise and Hornet, lead 
by RADM Spruance) and the 17th (with the Yorktown, lead by 
RADM Fletcher)—and deployed them to the Midway area.

The Yorktown had taken damage at Coral Sea, but made it to 
the fighting thanks to all-out repairs efforts by shipwrights 
at Pearl Harbor. On the other hand the IJN’s Zuikaku, while 
undamaged, had lost so much of its air group at Coral Sea that 
it could not participate. The gulf in industrial might between 
the two nations was beginning to show.

Shortly after their arrival in the Midway region on June 5, one 
of the numerous PBY Catalinas on patrol spotted the main Japa-
nese force. The IJN were not similarly diligent in their scouting 
efforts. Inflated ego, having secured a string of victories, may 
have made them complacent about the likelihood of encoun-
tering US carriers so early on.

The fighting was not disastrous for the Japanese to start with. 
An attack launched from Midway was largely intercepted with-
out scoring any hits. On the other hand, the Zeros escorting 
the IJN attack on the atoll wiped out most of the F2A Buffalos 
attempting to defend it.

A second IJN wave was being loaded with torpedoes and ar-
mor-piercing bombs for naval targets, to strike as soon as a 
task force was spotted. The report they were waiting for did 
not come, leading fleet commander VADM Nagumo to order a 
switch to their bombs for land targets, to strike Midway again. 
While this switch was underway a sighting came in and the 
decision was reversed (after some hesitation) at around 0845.

The rest of the battle unfolded as follows:
(0820)  VADM Nagumo informed of carrier sighting, decides to 
first recover the aircraft returning from Midway then launch 
a concentrated strike.

(0918)  First wave of US aircraft begin assault. Majority of tor-
pedo bombers shot down.

(1023)  47 dive bombers set upon the Japanese carriers Akagi, 
Kaga and Sōryū. Bombs hit aircraft on the flight decks, spark-
ing major fires.

(1058)  Hiryū launches a counterattacking wave of 18 Vals and 6 Zeros.

(1210)  Yorktown is attacked by Hiryū’s Vals, set ablaze.

(1331)  Hiryū launches a second wave of 10 Kates and 6 Zeros.

(1445)  Yorktown struck with two torpedoes by Kates.

(1703)  24 dive bombers set upon the Hiryū, succeed in setting it ablaze.
The fires on the Japanese carriers all proved uncontrollable, and 
the entire group of four sunk—an irrecoverable loss for the IJN.

The Yorktown was just about kept afloat by repairs throughout 
June 6. However on June 7 it was tracked down by submarine 
I-168, which with a salvo of 4 torpedoes did what the IJN’s 
bombers could not, sinking it.

What led to the Japanese being beaten so decisively? The MI 
operation was detailed in the extreme, but the execution of it 
was shoddy. The central objective was supposed to be the de-
struction of America’s task forces, yet the light carriers Ryūjō 
and Jun’yō were pulled out for a simultaneous attack on the 
Aleutian Islands. On top of this, the light carrier Hōshō was 
expended to protect a fleet of battleships in reserve behind 
the main Midway force.

It was the Japanese who first demonstrated the supremacy of 
aircraft carriers over battleships, yet it was the Americans who 
grasped this insight and organized their forces accordingly.

With the scales now firmly tipped, the US were liberated to 
go on the offensive. The Japanese thought it would be another 
year before this shift took place, but with August’s Guadalcanal 
landings they suddenly found themselves in a losing battle.
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Scenario 7. Battle of the Eastern Solomons 
(August 24-25, 1942)

(Intermediate, 2 players)
7.1 .  GAME OBJECTIVE
The USN is supplying with Carrier cover the newly opened 
Henderson Field land base on Guadalcanal, taken from the 
Japanese on August 7. This small airfield is of a big strategic 
importance because its location, by limiting the movement 
of the IJN in the Solomon Islands and the risk for the other 
Japanese air forces in the South Pacific Area. Allied control 
of Henderson Field will become the key factor in the entire 
battle for Guadalcanal.

The IJN has three goals: landing more troops on Guadalcanal, 
bombarding and occupying Henderson Field, and destroying 
any carriers on their range. USN’s CVs Saratoga and Enterprise 
arrives to stop the Japanese plans, and a two on two aircraft 
battle eventuates — the first since Midway.

Now it is time to put yourselves in the shoes of the fleets’ com-
manders, for the third carrier vs carrier battle of the Pacific War 
for the control of Guadalcanal.

7.2.  HOW TO PLAY
 Ê Just in case you decided to start playing this scenario with-
out playing the initial four tutorial scenarios, a quick note: 
you need all the rules including the Land base rules.

From this scenario on you will use the full sequence of play.

7.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Eastern Solomons

I J N  U N I T S
3rd Fleet, Striking Force (CO: VADM Chūichi Nagumo)
�� Carrier Group:

�• CV:  Zuikaku, Shōkaku
�• DD:  3 units (Akigumo, Yūgumo, Makigumo, Kazegumo, 

Shikinami, Uranami)

�� Vanguard Group

�• 11th Battleship Division:  BB: Hiei, Kirishima
�• 7th Cruiser Division:  CA: Kumano, Suzuya, Chikuma
�• 10th Destroyer Division:
�• CL:  Nagara
�• DD:  3 units (Akizuki, Hatsukaze, Maikaze, Nowaki, 

Tanikaze, Yukikaze)

�� Diversionary Group:

�• CVL:  Ryūjō
�• CA:  Tone
�• DD:  1 unit (Amatsukaze, Tokitsukaze)

2nd Fleet, Advance Force (CO: VADM Nobutake Kondō)
�� 4th Cruiser Division:  CA: Atago, Maya, Takao
�� 5th Cruiser Division:  CA: Myōkō, Haguro
�� 4th Destroyer Squadron: 

�• CL:  Yura
�• DD:  2.5 units (Asagumo, Yamagumo, Kuroshio, 

Oyashio, Hayashio)

Support Group:
�� BB:  Mutsu
�� DD:  1.5 units (Murasame, Harusame, Samidare)

Outer South Seas Force (CO: Gunichi Mikawa)
�� 6th Cruiser Division:  CA: Aoba, Kinugasa, Furutaka
�� 2nd Destroyer Division:

�• CL:  Jintsū;

�• DD:  4 units (Kagerō, Mutsuki, Yayoi, Isokaze, Kawakaze, 
Suzukaze, Umikaze, Uzuki)

�� Reinforcement Group:  AK (transports): 2 units
A i r c r a f t

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L
Zuikaku (Zui) 2 2 2

Shōkaku (Sho) 2 2 2
Ryūjō * 3 1 0

 Ê * Note: Ryūjō has no designated aircraft, so use counters 
with no home base, or with another base..

U S N  U N I T S
Task Force 61
�� Task Force 11: (CO: VADM Fletcher)

�• CV:  Saratoga
�• CA:  Minneapolis, New Orleans
�• DD:  2.5 units (Phelps, Farragut, Worden, Mac-

Donough, Dale)

�� Task Force 16: (CO: RADM Kinkaid)

�• CV:  Enterprise
�• BB:  North Carolina
�• CA:  Portland
�• CL:  Atlanta
�• DD:  3 units (Balch, Maury, Grayson, Monssen, Ben-

ham, Ellet)

�� Task Force 18: (CO: RADM Noyes)

�• CV:  Wasp
�• CA:  San Francisco, Salt Lake City, Australia (AU)
�• CL:  San Juan, Hobart (AU)
�• DD:  3.5 units (Selfridge, Aaron Ward, Buchanan, Lang, 

Stack, Sterett, Farenholt)

�� Patrol Force: DD:  1 unit (Blue, Henley)

Land Base unit:  Henderson Field base

A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Saratoga (CV3) 3 4 1
Enterprise (CV6) 3 4 1

Wasp (CV7) 3 4 1

HOME BASE F4F SBD
Henderson 2 1

7.4.  SPECIAL SETUP RULES
7.4.1. Fleet formation sheet
�� IJN:  Ships from the 2nd Fleet, 3rd Fleet and Outer South 

Seas Force are kept separate. Example: You can create any 
number of fleets within the 3rd Fleet, combining their 
ships, but you may not create a fleet by combining ships 
from the 3rd and 2nd Fleets, or the 2nd and Outer Seas, or 
3rd and Outer.
�� USN:  The only restriction is that the ships from Task Force 

18 are kept separate, and they all will be arranged in the 
fleets that will setup in the “WASP” hex (see below). Do not 
mix ships from Task Force 18 and the other forces. The other 
forces may mix ships between them freely. 

 Ê Apart that of Task Force 18, the division in Task Forces in 
the unit listing is for historical interest, but you don’t have 
to follow it
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7.4.2. Aircraft status sheet
The Henderson base unit is placed in one of the No. of the 
aircraft status sheet for bases. The base’s aerial units all go in 
the READY slot. These units will transition through the four 
slots just as if the base were a carrier.

7.4.3. Fleet markers
 Ê Note: You will use 12 markers total per side — always use 
dummies to make up the difference.

First the IJN player places their markers:
�� Fleets containing Transports go on hexes in the zone 

marked “Reinforcements.”
�� The other markers go behind the start line at the board’s 

northern edge.

 Ê Note: You may place Dummies in the Reinforcements zone too

And then the USN player do the same:
�� Place the fleet markers for the Wasp’s Task Forces on the 

hex marked “WASP.”
�� The other markers go behind the start line at the board’s 

eastern edge.

 Ê Note: You may place Dummies in the WASP zone too

7.4.4. Turn marker
The game starts from turn 3; position the turn marker 
accordingly.

The game will last until midnight of the second day of battle, 
the end of turn 24. Of course, if either player admits defeat and 
gives up before then the game ends at that point.

7.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
7.5.1. Reconnaissance phase
The number of hexes that units can search is:
�� CVL Ryūjō and Henderson base:  1
�� All other CV:  2

7.5.2. TF18 movement
Fleet Markers from the TF18 group (Wasp’s fleet) must sail 
south following the dotted-line on the board. This restriction 
lifts when an enemy fleet is sighted, or failing that, in the first 
turn of night (turn 11).

7.5.3. Ship’s Surface attacks on Henderson Field
Just a note to remember that a land base can also be bombarded 
by ships (during the Naval Combat phase, see rulebook 4.2.4).

7.5.4. Long Range Raids from Henderson to 
Task Forces
The long range raids against task forces rule (see rulebook 
4.3.9) is optional for this scenario, both players may use it if 
they agree.

 Ê Note: as usual, even if you don’t use this optional rule, a 
land base may still launch raids up to 5 hexes.

7.5.5. B-17s
A unit of B-17s enter the fray in turn 8 and another unit enter 
in turn 18 (they come from other land bases). They may attack 
any enemy Task Force, no matter where in the map, and then 
leave off map.

 Ê They are B-17, remember they have special rules.

7.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game runs from turn 3 until the end of turn 24.

7.6.1. TVP
Players gain TVP based on the damage they inflict. Refer to the 
TVP section of the combat charts for the figures.

7.6.2. SVP
There is no SVP on offer for the USN.

The IJN can gain 10 SVP for successful landings on Guadalca-
nal. This is achieved by first destroying the Henderson base 
unit, and then at any moment where a Fleet containing trans-
ports is in the Henderson hex.

The USN can prevent the landings by sinking at least 2 ships 
of transports (1 full counter sunk, or 2 reduced counters sunk) 
before the IJN lands on Guadalcanal. If they prevent the land-
ings the transports’ Fleets must move each turn to exit the 
map at the north side.

7.6.3. Final result
Total up SVP and TVP for each player and then calculate the 
difference between them to decide the winner.

V P  D I F F E R E N C E S C E N A R I O  R E S U L T
0-5 Draw
6-10 Marginal victory
11-20 Victory
21-35 Major victory
36+ Decisive victory

7.7.  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In February of 1943, the Japanese were finally forced from Gua-
dalcanal, 7 months since the start of their reinvasion attempt. 
Over these 7 months the seafloor around the Solomon Islands 
became host to countless ships of both sides’ navies. Some es-
timates have the number of battles fought in the area at over 
100. Among the most notable were:

Battle of Savo Island (August 8)

 A night-time assault near the coastline of Savo Island, carried 
out by VADM Mikawa’s 8th Fleet of 5 heavy cruisers (Chōkai, 
Aoba, Kinugasa, Furutaka, Kako), 2 light carriers and a destroyer. 
They took the Australians and Americans stationed there by 
surprise, sinking 3 heavy cruisers and damaging another plus a 
destroyer. They had a chance to destroy 40 (unknown to them: 
unprotected) transports, but concern about the approach of 
carriers led them to retreat.

Battle of the Eastern Solomons (August 24-25)

 The IJN needed to land more troops on Guadalcanal following 
heavy losses at the Battle of the Tenaru. They appointed task 
forces led by VADMs Nagumo and Kondō to bombard Hender-
son Field, and destroy any carriers that entered their range.

 The Saratoga and Enterprise duly arrived, and a two on two 
aircraft battle eventuated—the first since Midway.

 There were moderate losses on both sides—the light carrier 
Ryūjō sunk and the carrier Enterprise heavily damaged—but 
given the Japanese had to turn back their transports to avoid an 
approaching third carrier, this was a strategic defeat for them.

Battle of Edson’s Ridge (September 12-13)

 Attempt by Kawaguchi Detachment to retake Henderson Field fails.

September 15

 IJN submarine I-19 sinks the aircraft carrier Wasp.

Battle of Cape Esperance (October 11)

 RADM Aritomo Gotō’s 6th Cruiser Division head to Henderson 
Field to carry out a naval bombardment, but are met by RADM 
Scott’s cruiser division who had picked up their approach on 
radar. The IJN’s defeat in this battle showed their superiority 
in nighttime battles had ebbed away.

October 14

 Battleships Kongō and Haruna under RADM Takeo Kurita bom-
bard Henderson Field by night. They succeed in destroying 48 
aircraft and knocking the base out of action.

October 24-25

 Another major offensive by the IJA’s 17th Army fails again to 
retake Henderson Field.
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Battle of the Santa Cruz Islands (October 25-26)

 VADM Kondō’s fleet supporting the Guadalcanal invasion force 
clashed with the USN in the 4th inter-carrier battle of the war. 
The USN lost the Hornet and sustained heavy damage to the 
Enterprise. The IJN did not lose any ships, but the carrier Shōka-
ku and light carrier Shōhō took damage. Following this battle 
the USN were temporarily left without any operational carriers 
in the Pacific.

Naval Battle of Guadalcanal (November 12-14)

 This battle resulted from a last-ditch attempt by the Japanese 
to retake Guadalcanal through landing 7000 troops of the 38th 
Infantry Division to strengthen their ailing ground forces.

 These landings required naval support, which was challenged 
by the USN in a fierce fight over three days. They mobilized 
the elite battleship South Dakota as well as Enterprise, which 
came straight from Pearl Harbor following repairs. The IJN only 
had one light carrier (Jun’yō) to provide aerial support, and it 
showed: they lost Hiei, Kirishima (battleships), Kinugasa (heavy 
cruiser) and 3 destroyers.

 The convoy of transports were effectively wiped out—7 from 
11 sunk and the remainder beached. After this defeat, the Jap-
anese were left with little choice but to surrender Guadalcanal 
to the Allies, who emerged from the battle having lost 2 light 
cruisers and 7 destroyers.

Battle of Tassafaronga (November 30)

 The Japanese no longer had the naval strength to back up an-
other landing attempt, nor could they abandon the forces al-
ready on the island. They had to find a way to provide them 
with supplies, but sporadic deliveries by submarines were 
proving insufficient. Their solution was the so-called “Tokyo 
Express”—convoys of destroyers depositing supply-packed bar-
rels offshore by night.

 On one of these delivery runs, RADM Raizō Tanaka with his 2nd 
Destroyer Division of 8 ships came into contact with a group 
of US heavy cruisers. The US, having detected the Japanese 
approach on radar, concentrated their fire on the Takanami 
and overwhelmed it. Abandoning the supplies mission, RADM 
Tanaka directed all ships to steam at the enemy and unleash 
their 61cm Long Lance torpedoes.

 The torpedoes were both accurate and deadly. A heavy cruiser 
(Northampton) was sunk, and a further 3 limped from the battle.

 This was the last undisputed naval victory for Japan in the 
Pacific War. They pulled their forces from Guadalcanal in Feb-
ruary, and the conflict thus shifted into a battle of attrition 
centered on Rabaul, fought largely from the air.

Scenario 8. Combined Fleet vs Pacific Fleet 
(Fictional)

(Intermediate, 2 players)
8.1.  GAME OBJECTIVE
This is a hypothetical battle held in a world where the Japanese 
had not attacked the US at Pearl Harbor: a direct clash of the 
two navies’ full might. It is the “ideal” battle — the one that 
the IJN had planned for, and poured immense efforts into ship 
construction and training in order to win. Such a battle might 
have taken place in January or February of 1942, perhaps in the 
waters between Wake, Midway and the Ogasawara islands.

Here you will get in the shoes of these hypothetical fleets’ 
commanders, and strive to secure victory for your nation in 
this ultimate battle.

8.2.  HOW TO PLAY
This scenario is like the Scenario 4 with bigger forces and the 
full rules, except those related to the land bases, as this is a 
Fleet vs Fleet only engagement.

8.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Combined Fleet vs Pacific Fleet

I J N  U N I T S
Combined fleet
�� CV:  Akagi, Kaga, Hiryū, Sōryū, Shōkaku, Zuikaku (6 air-

craft carriers)
�� BB:  Yamato, Nagato, Mutsu, Ise, Hyūga, Kongō, Hiei, Haru-

na, Kirishima, Yamashiro, Fusō (11 battleships)
�� CA:  Tone, Chikuma, Mogami, Mikuma, Suzuya, Kuma-

no, Atago, Chōkai, Takao, Maya, Ashigara, Myōkō, Nachi, 
Haguro (14 heavy cruisers);
�� CL:  Naka, Sendai, Jintsū, Nagara, Yura, Kinu (6 light cruisers);
�� DD:  15 units

A i r c r a f t
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L

Each Carrier 2 2 2

U S N  U N I T S
Pacific Fleet
�� CV:  Enterprise, Yorktown, Wasp, Saratoga, Lexington, Hor-

net (6 aircraft carriers)
�� BB:  Nevada, Arizona, West Virginia, Tennessee, Oklahoma, 

Maryland, California, Pennsylvania (8 battleships)
�� CA:  New Orleans, San Francisco, Louisville, Pensacola, 

Indianapolis, Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Northampton, 
Chester, Chicago, Portland, Astoria, Vincennes, Quincy (15 
heavy cruisers);
�� CL:  Helena, St. Louis, Honolulu, Detroit, Raleigh, Marble-

head (6 light cruisers);
�� DD:  15 units

A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD

Each Carrier 3 4 1

8.4.  SPECIAL SETUP RULES
8.4.1. Fleet formation sheet
Remember that Battleships cannot go in a Carrier Task Force 
due to their lower speeds. The only exceptions are the IJN’s 
high-speed battleships Kongō, Hiei, Haruna and Kirishima.
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8.4.2. Fleet markers
Up to 13 fleet markers and up to 10 dummy markers can be 
used. There is no restriction on the number of dummies being 
at least half the total number at the setup.

First the IJN player places their markers anywhere behind their 
start line, and then the USN player do the same.

8.4.3. Turn marker
The game starts from turn 1; place the turn marker accordingly.

The game will last until the end of the second day of battle, 
the end of turn 24.

8.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
8.5.1. The battleship Yamato
Remember that the Yamato have special rules (see rulebook 5.2.4).

8.5.2. Movement phase
In this scenario neither side may retreat. This means the fol-
lowing movements are restricted:
�� IJN:  South-west, North-west
�� USN:  North-east, South-east.

Once an air raid or naval combat has taken place this restric-
tion lifts for all units.

8.5.3. Reconnaissance limits
The number of hexes each side can search is:
�� IJN:  1 hex per CV
�� USN:  2 hexes per CV

8.5.4. Retreat
A unit that moves to a hex behind its starting line is considered 
to having move off board. Like any unit that moves off board, 
retreating has no effect on VP (i.e. if it’s damaged it’s still con-
sidered damaged).

8.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game runs from turn 1 until the end of turn 24. Of course, 
if either player admits defeat and surrenders before the end, 
the game ends at that point

8.6.1. TVP
Players gain TVP based on the damage they inflict. Refer to the 
TVP section of the combat charts for the figures.

Sinking the Yamato nets the USN an extra 5 points.

8.6.2. Final result
Total up TVP for each player and then calculate the difference 
between them to decide the winner.

V P  D I F F E R E N C E S C E N A R I O  R E S U L T
0-5 Draw

6-10 Marginal victory

11-20 Victory

21-40 Major victory

41+ Decisive victory

Scenario 9. Indian Ocean Raid (Fictional)
(Intermediate, 2 players)

9.1.  INTRODUCTION
On April 3 1942 the IJN launched an aerial assault on the island 
of Ceylon (now Sri Lanka) seeking to wipe out the British Indi-
an Ocean fleet. The fleet’s new commander Admiral Somerville 
had been informed of the IJN’s approach by the US who had 
decrypted their communications. Expecting an attack, he sent 
most of his ships to a separate naval base—thus limiting the 
damage to the relatively few targets remaining.

The Japanese had mobilized a force similar in size to the one 
that attacked Pearl Harbor, yet the only ships of note they sank 
were the light carrier Hermes and two heavy cruisers.

With this scenario we propose an alternative version of events, 
where the Royal Navy had not evacuated, but instead engaged 
the IJN’s fleets.

There would have been a significant gap between their 
strengths, but not to the extent that a British victory can be 
ruled out. As at Midway, the Japanese had left themselves open 
to be outmaneuvered through a communications leak.

9.2.  HOW TO PLAY
This scenario is like the Scenario 4 with bigger forces and the 
full rules, except those related to the land bases, as this is a 
Fleet vs Fleet only engagement.

9.3.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Combined Fleet vs Pacific Fleet

I J N  U N I T S
South Seas Fleet (CO: VADM Chūichi Nagumo)
�� 1st Carrier Division:  CV: Akagi
�� 2nd Carrier Division:  CV: Hiryū, Sōryū
�� 5th Carrier Division:  CV: Shōkaku, Zuikaku
�� 3rd Battleship Division:  BB: Haruna, Kirishima, Hiei, Kongō
�� 8th Cruiser Division:  CA: Tone, Chikuma
�� 1st Destroyer Division: 

�• CL:  Abukuma
�• DD:  4.5 units (Tanikaze, Urakaze, Hamakaze, Isokaze, 

Shiranui, Kasumi, Kagerō, Arare, Akigumo)

Malaya Task Force (CO: VADM Jisaburō Ozawa)
�� Main force:

�• CA:  Chōkai
�• CL:  Yura

�� 4th Carrier Division:  CVL Ryūjō
�� 7th Cruiser Division:  CA: Kumano, Suzuya, Mikuma, Mogami
�� 20th Destroyer Division:  DD: 2 units (Yūgiri, Asagiri, Shi-

rakumo, Amagiri)
�� Assorted ships:

�• CL:  Sendai
�• DD:  4 units (Hatsuyuki, Shirayuki, Fubuki, Murakumo, 

Amagiri, Asagiri, Shirakumo, Yugiri)
A i r c r a f t

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E  ( B ) * V A L
Akagi (Aka) 2.5 2 2
Hiryū (Hir) 2 2 2

Sōryū (Sor) 2 2 2
Zuikaku (Zui) 2 2 2

Shōkaku (Sho) 2 2 2
Ryūjō * 3 1 0
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 Ê * Note: Ryūjō has no designated aircraft, so use counters 
with no home base.

 Ê * The IJN had come to Ceylon to attack land targets rath-
er than ships, so their Kates were not armed with torpe-
does—only bombs. Use the generic Kate B counters, without 
base designation (but remember they still belong to their 
carriers)

R N
Eastern Fleet (CO: Sir James Somerville)
�� CV:  Indomitable, Formidable
�� CVL:  Hermes
�� BB:  Warspite, Ramillies, Revenge, Resolution, R. Sovereign
�� CA:  Cornwall, Dorsetshire
�� CL:  Enterprise, Emerald, Dragon, Caledon, Heemskerck 

(DEI), Sumatra (DEI)
�� DD:  7 units (5 UK, 2 AU) (HMS Paladin, Panther, Hotspur, 

Foxhound, Griffin, Arrow, Decoy, Fortune, Scout, Isaac 
Sweers, HMAS Norman, HMAS Vampire, HMAS Napier, 
HMAS Nestor)

Reinforcements (if both players agree to their use)
�� CV:  Illustrious
�� BB:  Prince of Wales, Repulse
�� CA:  Exeter
�� CL:  Gambia

A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER HURR. FULM. ALB. MART. SWORD.
Indomitable (Ind) 1 1 2 0 0

Formidable (For) 0 0 2 2 0

Hermes (Her) 0 0 0 0 2

Illustrious (Ill) 0 0 2 2 0

9.4.  SPECIAL SETUP RULES
9.4.1. Fleet markers
The RN uses 15 markers (with American flags), the IJN the usual 
12. This includes dummies.

First the IJN player places their markers behind their start line, 
and then the RN player do the same. The IJN’s (not RN) Carrier 
Task Forces must go on hexes touching the start line.

9.4.2. Turn marker
The game starts at turn 3.

The game will last two complete days, until the end of turn 24.

9.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
9.5.1. Movement phase
Until turn 8, the IJN task forces must head directly to the 19xx 
row of hexes. This restriction lifts before turn 8 if any enemy 
Task Force is detected (or partially detected).

Also, the IJN can NOT retreat. This means the following move-
ments are restricted: South-west, North-west. Once an air raid 
has taken place against an IJN Task Force this restriction lifts 
for all IJN units.

9.5.2. Reconnaissance phase
The RN was expecting an attack, so it had scouts thoroughly 
searching the seas west of Ceylon.

If an IJN Fleet marker is within 4 hexes of the row 2107-2110 during 
the Recon phase, it undergoes a free search. (And, as usual, the 
opponent of the scouting force pulls a chit and gives a report.)

The number of hexes that units can search is:
�� IJN:  1 hex per CV and CVL
�� RN:  2 hexes per CV, excluding the Hermes

9.5.3. British Night Attacks
For this scenario the RN Swordfish can attack during the sunset 
and night, i.e turns 10-14 and 22-24. It is not a given that they 
locate their targets, so the RN player rolls 1D6 for each attack 
group (all those aircraft from the same base attacking the same 
target hex) to decide whether their bombers locate their targets. 
The roll is made just before the interception step of the raid.

If the roll is 1-5, then all targets are located and the raid pro-
ceeds as usually.

But if the roll is 6, then a third of aircraft fail to locate their 
target. In this case, 1/3 of the aircraft counters won’t partici-
pate in the attack (they won’t participate in the air-to-surface 
step, neither can be intercepted, but they will return to base 
with the others). Round to the nearest whole number (0.5 is 1).

EXAMPLE:  An attack with 1 counter is unaffected (1/3 is 
0.33→0), 2 counters will “lose” 1 counter (2/3 is 0.67→1) and so on.

The decision of which specific counters won’t participate is 
made by the initiative player.

At night there is no CAP interception, but anti-air fire still works.

 Ê Note: the conditions where a night attack may be made are 
difficult, nearly impossible. As it’s night there is no Recon 
phase, and a Raid can be launched against Reported Fleets, 
so the only way to have a detected Fleet is by surface search 
(that leads to Naval Combat)... only if both the IJN and the 
RN want to make contact could it be possible.

9.5.4. Armored flight decks
Remember that the British carriers (CVs Indomitable, Formida-
ble, Illustrious) are not subject to bomb damage amplification 
checks (rulebook 3.5.2.1) when they have aircraft in the READY 
slot, as their flight decks are fitted with armor-plating.

9.6.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
The game ends early if all the carriers of one side are disabled*, 
or leave Ceylon waters (off board).

* Disabled means either: (a) Significant damage + landing or 
launching disabled, or (b) Critical damage; or (c) sunk.

Otherwise the game runs from turn 3 until the end of turn 24.

9.6.1. TVP
Players gain TVP based on the damage they inflict. Refer to the 
TVP section of the combat charts for the figures.

9.6.2. SVP
There is no SVP on offer for the RN.

The IJN gain 15 points by disabling all RN CVs, leaving Ceylon 
open for a full-scale aerial bombardment.

9.6.3. Final result
Total up SVP and TVP for each player and then calculate the 
difference between them to decide the winner.

V P  D I F F E R E N C E S C E N A R I O  R E S U L T
0-5 Draw

6-10 Marginal victory

11-20 Victory

21-35 Major victory

36+ Decisive victory
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Scenario 10. The Battles of Santa Cruz Islands 
and Second Naval Battle of Guadalcanal 

(October-November, 1942)
(Advanced, 2 players)

10.1 .  INTRODUCTION
This scenario is played as a series of two battles back-to-back. 
The first one played in 2 days, the Battle of the Santa Cruz Is-
lands (October 25-26, 1942), and the second battle played later 
(November 12-14, 1942), depending on the results of the first 
battle, in 2 days too. If the first battle ends as it was histori-
cally (USN still controlling Guadalcanal), then the second bat-
tle is the Second Naval Battle of Guadalcanal, and if the IJN 
captures Guadalcanal in the first battle, the second battle is 
a Hypothetical Second Naval Battle of Guadalcanal, with the 
USN attempting to recapture the island.

But now, for the first battle, the IJN has an overall objective 
of retaking Henderson Field on Guadalcanal. This means es-
corting transports to the island and supporting their troops’ 
advance. Or maybe the IJN objective for this first battle is the 
neutralization of the USN carrier fleet on the area in order to 
send the transports more securely for the second battle? The 
USN, in any case, has to repel the invaders.

10.2.  HOW TO PLAY
This scenario is really 2 scenarios, first you play one battle, 
and then you play the second battle with some changes to 
the setup based on the success of the sides in the first battle. 
Both scenarios use the full rules, plus the enhanced fog of war.

10.2.1. Boards
�� For Battle 1,  use the Eastern Solomon map.
�� For Battle 2:

A. If the IJN did make successful landings on 
Guadalcanal in Battle 1: Use the Coral Sea map.

B. If they did not: Use the Eastern Solomon map again.

10.3.  UNITS

I J N  U N I T S
Fleet
�� CV:  Shōkaku, Zuikaku
�� CVL:  Zuihō, Jun’yō, Hiyō
�� BB:  Hiei, Kirishima, Kongō, Haruna, Yamato*
�� CA:  Chikuma, Kumano, Suzuya, Chōkai, Atago, Maya, 

Myōkō, Takao, Tone, Kinugasa
�� CL:  Nagara, Yura, Isuzu, Sendai
�� DD:  15 units
�� AK (transports):  5.5 units (11 ships);

Land base units:  Gasmata, Buka, Lae, Rabaul
C a r r i e r  A i r c r a f t

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L
Zuikaku (Zui) 3 2 3

Shōkaku (Sho) 3 2 3
Zuihō 2 1 0

Jun‘yō 2 1 2
Hiyō 2 1 2

 Ê Borrow counters as needed from unused carriers.

L a n d - b a s e d  A i r c r a f t
H O M E  B A S E Z E R O Z E R O * V A L B E T T Y N E L L

Divided between 
all the bases 3 1 1 3.5 3

*See point 10.5.2 below.

U S N  U N I T S
Fleet
�� CV:  Enterprise, Hornet
�� BB:  South Dakota, Washington, North Carolina
�� CA:  Portland, Northampton, Pensacola, San Francisco
�� CL:  San Juan, Juneau, San Diego, Atlanta, Helena
�� DD:  10 units

Land base units:  Henderson, E. Santo, P. Moresby

C a r r i e r  A i r c r a f t
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Enterprise (CV6) 4 4 2

Hornet (CV8) 4 4 2

L a n d - b a s e d  A i r c r a f t
HOME BASE F4F B17 SBD P39 TBF

Divided between 
Henderson and E.Santo 2.5 2 2 3 0.5

 Ê Note: per the land base’s air extended ranges, from E.Santo 
you can only reach Henderson. And only the B17 from this 
list (in case the Japanese occupied it). So, if you put any 
other units in E.Santo, that would be to save those air units 
for Battle 2, so you have a reserve to place in Henderson (if 
still yours) at setup of Battle 2.

HOME BASE B25 P39 B17 B26 P40
Port Moresby 3 2.5 2 3 3

10.4.  SPECIAL SETUP RULES
10.4.1. IJN
The following conditions apply for the IJN’s units:

10.4.1.1. Fleet formation sheet
1. Carriers: Only four carriers can be used across both Bat-

tles. So if you use three carriers in Battle 1, you only use 
one in Battle 2. A light carrier (CVL) counts as half a carri-
er for this purpose.

For example, you may use the Japanese carriers this way:

��1st Battle: Shōkaku, Zuikaku, Zuihō (total 2.5 CVs) and

��2nd Battle: Shōkaku, Jun’yō (total 1.5 CVs)

OR

��1st Battle: No CV (use all Carrier Based Aircrafts as Land 
Based Aircrafts) and

��2nd Battle: Shōkaku, Zuikaku, Zuihō, Jun’yō, and Hiyō (total 
3.5 CVs)

Or any other combination of four carriers across both battles.

2. Yamato: The BB Yamato can fight in one of the two Bat-
tles (or none if you don’t want to use it). The USN gets 3 
bonus TVP in that Battle.

 Ê Note: The special rules for the Yamato still apply, see rule-
book 5.2.4.

3. Transports: Transports may be deployed only in one of 
the two Battles.

4.  Available Ships for the second Battle:For the Battle 2 
you may use any of the ships not sunken, critically dam-
aged, or significantly damaged in Battle 1, plus any ships 
that weren’t used in Battle 1 (i.e. if you decided not to use 
some of the DD, or CA, or any other, they are still available 
for Battle 2). 
Ships that had Minor Damage starts undamaged.
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10.4.1.2. Aircraft status sheet
1. The land base units are placed in any No. of the aircraft 

status sheet for bases. The bases’ aerial units all start in 
the READY slot.

2. Repairs in Land Bases for Battle 2: Destroyed and Criti-
cally Damaged IJN bases return as Significantly damaged, 
and Significantly Damaged and Minor damage return as 
undamaged..

3. The aircraft from unused carriers can be sent to the Ra-
baul base or another carrier. If they are sent to Rabaul:

C. Their home base is Rabaul at all effects (and thus, 
treated as land-based aircraft.)

D. In the next Battle you can leave them at Rabaul, or set-
up them to any carriers.

4. Aircraft lost in Battle 1 are not replenished for Battle 2.
5. For Battle 2, if the IJN controls Guadalcanal, you control 

the Henderson Field base unit in its Significant Damage 
side (meaning it has an aircraft capacity of 12). You may 
place air units there if you want (like in the other bases).

10.4.2. USN
The following conditions apply for the USN’s units:

10.4.2.1. Fleet formation sheet
1. North Carolina: This battleship was damaged in the same 

submarine attack that sank the Wasp, and was being re-
paired at Pearl Harbor. The Japanese didn’t know it, and to 
simulate the possibility that repairs were made earlier, or 
even that the damage wasn’t too high or even none, it can 
be made available from Battle 1 if the USN player with a 
result of 9 or more in a 2D6. If the roll is lower, do not roll 
for the next Battle.

2. Available Ships for the second Battle: 
For the Battle 2 you may use any of the ships not sunk-
en or Critically damaged in Battle 1, plus any ships that 
weren’t used in Battle 1 (i.e. if you decided not to use some 
of the DD, or CA, or any other, they are still available for 
Battle 2). 
Significantly damaged ships undergo repairs between the 
Battles, but they may not finish in time. The USN player 
rolls 2D6 for each Significantly damaged ship: If the result 
is more than the ship’s undamaged durability, it can fight 
again in Battle 2 fully recovered (undamaged). 
Ships that had Minor Damage starts undamaged.

10.4.2.2. Aircraft status sheet
1. The land base units are placed in any No. of the aircraft 

status sheet for bases. The bases’ aerial units all start in 
the READY slot.

2. Repairs in Land Bases for Battle 2: Damaged or de-
stroyed American bases are restored to full operability 
in round 2.

3. Your aircraft complement is replenished between Battles: 
Roll 2D6; the result is the number of steps recovered (and 
rebuilt). You cannot surpass the number of aircraft you 
had initially.

4. For Battle 2, if the IJN controls Guadalcanal, you do NOT 
control the Henderson Field base unit.

10.4.3. Fleet markers
 Ê Note: You will use 12 markers total per side — always use 
dummies to make up the difference.

First the IJN player places their markers:
�� Fleets containing Transports, if any, go on hexes in the 

zone marked “Reinforcements.”
�� If it’s Battle 2 and IJN didn’t landed on Guadalcanal in Bat-

tle 1, the IJN player can put a Fleet Task Force in the rein-
forcements zone
�� The other markers go behind their start line.

 Ê Note: The IJN player may place Dummies in the Reinforce-
ments zone too

And then the USN player do the same:

 Ê If it’s Battle 2 and IJN didn’t landed on Guadalcanal in Bat-
tle 1: The USN player may put a Fleet Task Force on the hex 
1908 or adjacent. Note: The USN player may place Dummies 
in that zone too.

�� The other markers go behind their start line.

10.4.4. Turn marker
Both battles start from turn 3; place the turn marker accordingly.

Both battles last until the end of the second day of battle, 
at turn 24.

10.5.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
10.5.1. Reconnaissance limits
The number of hexes each side can search is:
�� IJN:  2 per carrier; 1 per light carrier; 1 per base
�� USN:  2 per carrier; 2 per base

10.5.2. Inexperienced Zero pilots
The IJN’s Zero now has a lower air-to-air rating: 4 instead of 5 
when full strength, and 2 instead of 3 when reduced, and it can 
no longer split up voluntarily to act as two “units”.

However one of the Zero units launched from Rabaul has an air-
to-air rating of 6 (there are 2 special Zero units in the counter-
sheet for this), and can split up as usual (but in that case, if 
you merge both they must be the same units, not a reduced 
inexperienced Zero).

10.5.3. Advanced Fog of War
The advanced fog of war rules from the rulebook (3.8.1) are 
in effect.

10.5.4. Naval Surprise Attacks
The Naval Surprise Attacks rules from the rulebook (4.2.5) are 
in effect.

10.5.5. Extended range for Land Bases’ aircraft units
Remember that the Long Range Raids from Land Bases from 
the rulebook (4.3.7) are in effect.

Here you have a matrix of distances between land bases in 
hexes and the extra turns that a raid is from, if your air units 
may fly that distance :

H E N D E R S O N P .  M O R E S B Y E .  S A N T O
Buka 12 (1) 15 (1) 

Gasmata 18 (2) 7 (0) 

Lae  4 (0) 

Rabaul 17 (2) 11 (1) 

Henderson   14 (1)
An  means that it’s not possible to fly a raid  

between those land bases

There will be land bases off the map (Espirito Santo for both 
maps, and other four more for the Eastern Solomons map). 
These may be used even if not represented in the map, and 
thus, Long range raids may be executed. What can't be done 
from that kind of land bases are raids against Task Forces, re-
connaisance.
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10.6. VICTORY CONDITIONS - THE FIGHT FOR GUADALCANAL
At the end of the Battle 2, whoever controls Guadalcanal wins 
the game (strategic victory).

The US starts the game with the control of Guadalcanal, but 
can lose it after Battle 1. Then in Battle 2 the US will fight to 
retake or defend the island.

First of all, calculate the Tactical Victory Points (TVP) of the 
current Battle. Players gain TVP based on the damage they 
inflict. Refer to the TVP section of the combat charts for the 
figures. TVP decides the winner of each Battle on a tactical 
level, and serves also to determine the control of Guadalcanal 
in the different steps below:

V P  D I F F E R E N C E S C E N A R I O  R E S U L T
0-5 Draw
6-10 Marginal victory
11-20 Victory
21-35 Major victory
36+ Decisive victory

 Ê Note: Remember that the USN gets 3 bonus TVP in this 
Battle if the IJN had the Yamato deployed.

And now, decide the Control of Guadalcanal. This is done by 
checking the Fighting fitness of the armies, and their air and 
naval Support:

10.6.1. Fighting fitness (FIT)
The armies’ effective military strength.

This is the lower value of Ground Forces (GF) and Supply (SUP), 
because resources limit how effective an army can be.

 Ê Note: For the US in control of Guadalcanal, this always 
equals GF, because then their RSO is unlimited.

10.6.1.1. Ground forces (GF)
On paper, military strength.

At start of the game, the US has 4 GF, and the Japanese 3 GF.

Add 1 GF to the side that won in the TVP difference (nothing 
if the difference was 0 TVP).

If during this Battle there had been landings there may be some 
GF added depending on the success of the landing (if any).

 Ê Note: GF may also change at the end of each Battle, by the 
fight for the control of Guadalcanal (10.6.4 of this scenario)

USN Landings
If it’s the Battle 2, and the Japanese have the control of Guadal-
canal, the USA sent reinforcements to the island (they do not 
appear as units). Check the success of the USN reinforcements 
landings against the USN’s TVP level:

B A T T L E  R E S U L T G F  G A I N E D U S N  L A N D I N G S
Defeat +0 Unsuccessful
Draw +0 Successful

Marginal Victory +1 Successful
Victory +1 Successful

Major Victory +2 Successful
Decisive Victory +2 Successful

IJN Landings
If during this Battle the IJN deployed their 11 transport ships (5.5 
units) to attempt landings, check the success of the landings:

Do this only if the transports’ fleets made it to the Henderson 
Field hex during a daytime turn (unlike scenario 7, the landings 
are done even if the Base is not destroyed). GF is boosted based 
on how many vessels land:

T R A N S P O R T S  L A N D E D 
( U N I T S ) G F  G A I N E D I J N  L A N D I N G S

0 - 1.5 (0-3 ships) +0 Failure
2 - 3.5 (4-7 ships) +1 Logistical failure
4 - 5.5 (8-11 ships) +2 Successful

10.6.1.2. Supply (SUP)
How well supplied are the armies.

The USA has unlimited SUP when in control of Guadalcanal.

Japanese Army’s SUP, and USA’s SUP when not in control of 
Guadalcanal, is calculated as follows:

T H I S  B A T T L E  R E S U L T  I S . . . S U P
Less than Victory 1

Victory 2
Major victory 3

Decisive victory 4
IJN successful landing* +2
USN successful landing* +4

* Refer to the tables above (in the Ground Forces section) to 
check the success of landings.

10.6.2. Air Support (AS)
Support provided by air forces.

Air support grants 1 point. Air support can be earned by both, 
either or neither of the sides.

Conditions for air support:
�� If the Henderson base unit is not destroyed, the side con-

trolling it gets air support.
�� If it’s destroyed, or not controlled, air support is gained if 

you have either:

�• Won a Major victory in this Battle,  AND have at least 
one Carrier (able to launch and land), AND 6 air units on 
Carriers (a reduced air unit is 0.5 units) (able to launch 
and land) AND the opponent has no Carrier (all of them 
have been sunk or off board)
�• Won a Decisive victory in this Battle,  AND have at 

least one Carrier (able to launch and land), AND 6 air 
units on Carriers (a reduced air unit is 0.5 units) (able 
to launch and land)

10.6.3. Naval Support (NS)
Support provided by naval forces.

Naval support grants 1 point.

Only one side can have naval support (neither side gets it if 
both meet the condition).

Conditions for naval support:
�� Any Fleets with 30 or more firepower combined (do not 

count Carriers’ firepower) occupied the Henderson Field 
hex for two consecutive turns during this Battle.

10.6.4. Control of Guadalcanal island
Attacker is the side that didn’t control Guadalcanal at the start 
of this Battle, and Defender is the other side. The military per-
formance of the attackers (ATK) and defenders (DEF) is graded 
HIGH or LOW.

First of all, each player rolls 1D6 to check which is their mili-
tary performance:
�� If result is less or equal than (FIT + AS + NS), then it’s HIGH
�� Otherwise: it’s LOW

These military performances decide the outcome of the Battle:
A T T A C K E R  V S 

D E F E N D E R E F F E C T  O N  G F G U A D A L C A N A L 
C O N T R O L

HIGH vs HIGH -1 to Attacker 
and Defender Defender

HIGH vs LOW -1 to Defender Attacker
LOW vs HIGH -1 for Attacker Defender
LOW vs LOW Unchanged Defender

Note any change on Ground Forces for the next Battle.

If the Guadalcanal control switches to the IJN at the end of 
Battle 1, the IJN will use the base (damaged) for Battle 2.

The side that controls Guadalcanal at the end of Battle 2 wins 
a strategic victory.
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Scenario 11. Solomon Islands (Custom Scenario) 
(2nd half of 1942)

(Intermediate, 2 players)
This scenario is an example on how to do your own custom 
scenario. It was published by the Command Magazine Japan. 
You will read here some examples on how to create new rules, 
or adapt other rules. For example, here we will use Submarines 
but not as we described them in the Custom scenarios section 
(see this scenario book, section 12.0), but as an event that may 
happen between battles.

11 .1 .  HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In the latter half of 1942, the IJN and USN carrier fleets played 
out a series of fierce engagements on the Solomon Sea. This 
campaign scenario attempts to recreate that theater.

The IJN had constructed an airfield at their base on Guadalca-
nal, with a view to cutting the lines of communication between 
the US and Australia.

This plan was foiled when the US invaded the base unexpect-
edly. The IJN were set upon reclaiming it, and so aimed firstly 
to establish naval supremacy around Guadalcanal using their 
large-scale task forces.

Unlike previous meetings between the carrier fleets, there was 
no single strategically decisive clash. Instead, there were re-
peated engagements, before the USN’s ultimate naval domi-
nance in the region was achieved.

11 .2.  BOARD AND UNITS
Board:  Solomon Sea

I J N  U N I T S
CV:  Shōkaku, Zuikaku, Ryūjyō, Zuihō, Jun’yō (5 aircraft carriers);

BB:  Yamato, Nagato, Mutsu, Ise, Hyūga, Fusō, Yamashiro, Hiei, 
Kirishima, Kongō, Haruna (11 battleships);

CA:  Tone, Chikuma, Suzuya, Kumano, Atagō, Takao, Chōkai, 
Maya, Ashigara, Myōkō, Nachi, Haguro (12 heavy cruisers);

CL:  Isuzu, Naka, Sendai, Jintsū, Nagara, Yura, Kinu (7 light cruisers);

DD:  15 units

U S N  U N I T S
CV : Enterprise, Saratoga, Wasp (3 aircraft carriers);

BB:  Washington, North Carolina (2 battleships);

CA:  New Orleans, San Francisco, Louisville, Indianapolis, Pen-
sacola, Minneapolis, Salt Lake City, Northampton, Chester, Chi-
cago, Portland, Australia (AU) (12 heavy cruisers);

CL:  San Juan, Juno, San Diego, Helena, St. Louis, Honolulu, De-
troit, Raleigh, Marblehead, Atlanta, Perth (AU) (11 light cruisers);

DD:  15 units;

Land base:  Henderson (base unit)

11 .3.  SETUP
1. Both players use 12 fleet markers including dummies.
2. The IJN places their markers behind their start line, 

then the USN.
3. The game starts from turn 1 and lasts until end of turn 24.

11 .4.  SCENARIO SPECIAL RULES
This is a campaign game, played in 3 battles.

11.4.1. Campaign structure
The navies will clash three times to decide the victor. Follow 
these 8 steps to simulate the campaign:

Battle #1
1. Deployment (Both sides simultaneously)
2. Assign IJN transports
3. Play Battle #1

Battle #2
1. Assign USN reinforcements
2. Event check
3. Deployment (Both sides simultaneously)
4. Assign IJN transports
5. Play Battle #2

Battle #3
1. Do the same as in Battle #2
2. Determine the victor

11.4.2. Deployment
1. Each navy starts with a bank of points:

�� IJN:  200 points
�� USN:  80 points

2. Units cost points, as outlined below. Players compose 
their fleets within their points limit.

U N I T  T Y P E P O I N T S  C O S T  P E R  U N I T
Carrier (CV) 5

Battleship (BB) 4
Heavy cruiser (CA) 3

Light cruiser (CL) 2
Destroyer (DD) 1

Aircraft 1
3. When a carrier is deployed in a battle, it must feature with 

its full aircraft complement. The aerial units have sepa-
rate costs. The full aircraft complement for a Carrier is the 
same as in the Scenario 7 (Battle of the Eastern Solomons).

4. The above also applies to Henderson base. The USN player 
will be unable to perform reconnaissance from the base’s 
hex if they do not deploy aircraft there.

5. Unused points are carried over to the next battle.
6. Each ship may participate in one battle only. Fleet selec-

tion is otherwise unrestricted (it is even possible to de-
ploy no ships at all.)

7. The special rules for the Yamato still apply, see rule-
book 5.2.4.

11.4.3. IJN transport convoy
1. The IJN player rolls 1D6 after they have selected their 

units for a battle. The result gives the number of transport 
units they must incorporate into their Fleets.

2. There is a minimum of 2 units of transports per battle (i.e: 
a roll of 1 is bumped up to 2).

11.4.4. USN reinforcements
Assign reinforcements to the USN as follows:
�� Battle #2:  +70 unit points, CV Hornet is available to 

be purchased
�� Battle #3:  +60 unit points, BB South Dakota is available 

to be purchased
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11.4.5. Events
The campaign can be influenced by events outside the play-
ers’ control. Before battles #2 and #3, each player rolls 1D6 to 
determine which events occur.

U S N  e v e n t s
R O L L E V E N T

1 No event

2-4 Submarine  
reconnaissance

5-6 Assault on  
Henderson Field

I J N  e v e n t s
R O L L E V E N T

1-3 No event

4 Submarine  
reconnaissance

5 Sink one USN capital ship
6 Sink two USN capital ships

11.4.5.1. Submarine reconnaissance
Your opponent reveals the exact number of carriers they have 
deployed for the coming battle.

11.4.5.2. Capital ship sunk
The USN player loses a ship/ships out of: Wasp, Saratoga, and 
North Carolina. The ship can’t be a DD, and must be a ship not 
deployed in any battle yet. The USN player decides the ship(s) 
sunk, and does not reveal this to their opponent. The IJN player 
does not gain TVP.

11.4.5.3. Assault on Henderson Field
Japanese land forces launch an attempt to reclaim the airfield, 
costing the IJN player an initial 10 SVP. They lose a further 20 
SVP if they fail to guide transports to the Henderson base hex 
in battle to follow.

11.4.6. Reconnaissance
The number of hexes each unit can search is:
�� 1 hex:  Henderson base
�� 2 hexes:  aircraft carriers

11 .5.  VICTORY CONDITIONS
Each battle runs from turn 1 until the end of turn 24.

11.5.1. TVP
Players gain TVP based on the damage they inflict. Refer to the 
TVP section of the combat charts for the figures.

11.5.2. SVP
The IJN gains 10 SVP per transport unit that reaches the island 
of Guadalcanal.

The USN gains:
�� 5 SVP per transport they sink.
�� 100 SVP if they prevent the IJN from landing a single trans-

port on Guadalcanal.
�� 200 SVP by sinking the Yamato.

11.5.3. Final result
The winner is the navy with the greater total of TVP and SVP 
combined across the three battles.

12. Creating New Scenarios
12.1 .  CUSTOM SCENARIOS
Players who wish to create their own TASK FORCE scenarios 
have plenty of options.

One of these is provided by the extra counters, like the battle-
ship Musashi. Together with Yamato you have the two ships 
with the largest guns ever deployed at sea (46cm)—a formidable 
threat. Also you have the Torpedo Cruisers Ōi and Kitakami.

We hope you enjoy exploring the possibilities they offer an IJN 
commander, and the challenge they pose to a USN commander.

When creating a custom scenario, you can be as creative as 
you wish, but try to adhere to the core rulebook always and 
expand from there with special rules, few and exclusive to the 
scenario you have created. That way you will be able to play 
with new players without spending a lot of time explaining 
a new rulebook, or trying to have them agree to the changes.

EXAMPLE: Replacing the racks and exchanging between the 
torpedo and bombs for a “Kate” was not a trivial process and 
could take more than two hours to complete. You could use it 
for an optional rule in a custom scenario (where this was a 
vital info and the battle was affected by that) like: while in 
RESERVE you may choose for a bomber (any bomber) type B 
or type T before changing to READY, a T type can’t be used in 
a raid against land bases. That happened in Midway, where 
some Kates were loaded with B, not T, and so when those bomb-
ers were sent against the Carriers they weren’t so effective.

You may also expand an existing scenario from this book and 
play with different orders of battle, or with different aircraft 
and numbers. The available sources of information about the 
conflict during 1982 were more scarce and more difficult to 
find that today, 2021, and even now we have discrepancies on 
some aspects like how many air units were on the Carriers, 
and of which type.

The next section can be used to play the scenarios from this 
book as if it was done today with other order of battles:

12.2.  ALTERNATE ORDERS OF BATTLE
You may change the order of battle (OOB) of any scenario by 
these ones if you prefer. Or use for custom scenarios. Some-
times it’s a more updated OOB, and sometimes it’s another take 
from other sources.

12.2.1. Battle of the Coral Sea – Scenario 5

I J N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L C L A U D E
Zuikaku (Zui) 2 2.5 2.5 0

Shōkaku (Sho) 2 2 2 0
Shōhō 1 0.5 0 0.5

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L C L A U D E

Zuikaku (Zui) 25 (20) 22 22 0
Shōkaku (Sho) 21 (18) 19 20 0

Shōhō 8 6 0 4

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft (the others were 
cargo for Rabaul).

And, optionally, for your custom scenarios, in case you want 
to use Land bases (for this scenario or others):
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25th Air Flotilla:
�� 4th Air Group (based at Rabaul):  2 Betty
�� Tainan Air Group (between Lae and Rabaul):  2 Zero, 

0.5 Claude
�� Genzan Air Group (based at Rabaul):  2.5 Nell (B)

U S N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD
Lexington (CV2) 2 4 1
Yorktown (CV5) 2 3.5 1

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD
Lexington (CV2) 21 37 12
Yorktown (CV5) 18 35 (34) 13 (10)

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft at the morning 
May 7th

12.2.2. Battle of Midway – Scenario 6

I J N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L
Akagi (Aka) 2 2 2
Kaga (Ka) 2 3 2
Hiryū (Hir) 2 2 2

Sōryū (Sor) 2 2 2

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L

Akagi (Aka) 24 (21) 18 18
Kaga (Ka) 27 (18) 27 18
Hiryū (Hir) 21(18) 18 18

Sōryū (Sor) 21(18) 18 18

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft. The others were 
cargo, intended to be for Midway after the invasion. Sōryū 
Vals are 16 Val and 2 Judy.

U S N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD
Yorktown (CV5) 2.5 4 1.5
Enterprise (CV6) 3 4 1.5

Hornet (CV8) 3 4 1.5

HOME BASE F2A F4F SBD TBF SB2U B26 B17
Midway 2 0.5 2 0.5 1 0.5 1.5

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBD
Yorktown (CV5) 25 37 15
Enterprise (CV6) 27 37 14

Hornet (CV8) 27 35 15

HOME BASE F2A F4F SBD TBF SB2U B26 B17

Midway* 21 
(20)

7 
(6)

19 
(18) 6 17 

(12) 4 17 
(15)

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft.

12.2.3. Battle of the Eastern Solomons – Scenario 7

I J N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L
Zuikaku (Zui) 2.5 2 3

Shōkaku (Sho) 3 2 3
Ryūjō 2.5 0.5 0

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L

Zuikaku (Zui) 27 (25) 18 27
Shōkaku (Sho) 27 (26) 18 27

Ryūjō 24 (23) 6 0

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft.

And, optionally, for your custom scenarios, in case you want 
to use Land bases (for this scenario or others):
�� Rabaul had some 5.5 Zero, 4.5 Betty and 1 Val at August 24th

U S N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Saratoga (CV3) 3 3 1.5
Enterprise (CV6) 3 3.5 1.5

Wasp (CV7) 2.5 3 1

HOME BASE F4F SBD
Henderson (H) 1.5 1

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Saratoga (CV3) 27 32 (30) 13
Enterprise (CV6) 28 (27) 35 (33) 15 (14)

Wasp (CV7) 25 26 10

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft.

HOME BASE F4F SBD
Henderson (H) 13 11

And, optionally, for your custom scenarios, in case you want 
to use Land bases (for this scenario or others):
�� Espiritu Santo had some 2.5 B17

12.2.4. Indian Ocean Raid – Scenario 9

I J N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E  ( B ) * V A L C L A U D E
Akagi (Aka) 3 3 2 0
Hiryū (Hir) 2 2 2 0

Sōryū (Sor) 2 2 2 0
Zuikaku (Zui) 2 3 3 0

Shōkaku (Sho) 2 3 3 0
Ryūjō 0 1.5 0 1

 Ê * The IJN had come to Ceylon to attack land targets rather 
than ships, so their Kates were not armed with torpedoes—
only bombs.
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A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E  ( B ) * V A L C L A U D E

Akagi (Aka) 27 27 18 0
Hiryū (Hir) 21 21 21 0

Sōryū (Sor) 21 21 21 0
Zuikaku (Zui) 18 27 27 0

Shōkaku (Sho) 18 27 27 0
Ryūjō 0 15 0 12

Some sources argue that losses due to combat, deck landing, 
and mechanical attrition since Pearl Harbor, the Japanese car-
rier force had standardized their squadrons at 18 operational 
aircraft each to allow for spares. Therefore, carriers (CV) were 
at this time (and later) only operating 18 fighters (2 units), 18 
dive-bombers (2 units) and 18 torpedo-bombers (2 units), for a 
total of 54.

R N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

H. CARRIER HURR. FULM. ALB. MART. SWORD.
Indomitable (Ind) 1 1 2.5 0 0
Formidable (For) 0 0 2 1.5 0

Hermes (Her) 0 0 0 0 1
Illustrious (Ill) 0 0 0 2.5 2

A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
H. CARRIER HURR. FULM. ALB. MART. SWORD.

Indomitable (Ind) 9 12 24 0 0
Formidable (For) 0 0 21 16 1

Hermes (Her) 0 0 0 0 12
Illustrious (Ill) 0 1 0 25 21

You could use the CV Victorious as Reinforcement too, with the 
others from the Reinforcement list, if both players agree (CV 
Victorious returned to the Arctic Convoys in March and April 
1942, but it could have been sent to the Indian Ocean)

H. CARRIER HURR. FULM. ALBA. MART. SWORD.
Victorious (Vic) 0 1 2 0 0

And, optionally, for your custom scenarios, in case you want 
to simulate the Ceylon Land bases:
�� Ratmalana:  2 Hurricane, 2.5 Fulmar II
�� Racecourse:  1.5 Hurricane, 1 Blenheim IV
�� China Bay:  1.5 Hurricane (from Indomitable), 1.5 Fulmar 

(recon), 1 Swordfish (these are the Swordfish from Hermes, 
detached, if you use them, remove from Hermes).

12.2.5. Battle of the Santa Cruz Islands – Scenario 10

I J N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
C a r r i e r  A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L
Zuikaku (Zui) 2 2 2.5

Shōkaku (Sho) 2 2.5 2.5
Zuihō 2 1 0

Jun‘yō 2.5 0.5 2
Hiyō 2.5 1 2

C a r r i e r  A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
H O M E  C A R R I E R Z E R O K A T E V A L

Zuikaku (Zui) 20 20 23
Shōkaku (Sho) 20 24 22

Zuihō 20 9 0
Jun‘yō 22 4 19

Hiyō 24 9 18

U S N  A L T E R N A T E  O O B
C a r r i e r  A i r c r a f t  ( i n  u n i t s )

HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Enterprise (CV6) 3.5 4 1.5

Hornet (CV8) 3.5 2 1.5

C a r r i e r  A i r c r a f t  ( i n  p l a n e s )
HOME CARRIER F4F SBD TBF
Enterprise (CV6) 36 (33) 44 (35) 15

Hornet (CV8) 37 (32) 30 (21) 15 (14)

 Ê Note: In parenthesis the operative aircraft.

L a n d  b a s e d  ( i n  u n i t s )
HOME BASE F4F B17 SBD P39 TBF

Henderson 1.5 0 2 0.5 0
Espiritu Santo 2.5 4 0 0 0

L a n d  b a s e d  ( i n  p l a n e s )
HOME BASE F4F B17 SBD P39 TBF

Henderson 16 0 20 6 2
Espiritu Santo 24 39 0 0 0

12.3.  OPTIONAL RULES
As told before, try to not overwhelm too much the players with 
special rules, but you can see that with this game it’s very easy 
to incorporate new rules or enhance the core. Any of them are 
optional and should be agreed upon the players. We admit that 
some of us like to tinker and thought about a lot of improve-
ments to the core, and it was difficult to leave the original edi-
tion as it finally is, untouched, immaculate (well, we clarified 
and filled some holes in the rules, but no change from us). As 
an example, here you have an optional rule we liked it enough 
to write it here in this section:

12.3.1. Raiding a Land base is not the same as 
raiding a Fleet, and vice versa
Right now, when you send a raid to a hex where there are fleets 
and a land base, as all the hex is the target, CAP and target se-
lection is for ALL of them. But, when you send a Raid it’s not 
the same sending it over a Fleet than over a Land base. So here 
the specifics of it:
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1. If you launch a Raid over a Land base, place the air units 
in the base Status sheet, not on the map. Now, we have 
air units in the map for Fleets, and Status sheet for bases. 
Easier to differentiate between them even if fleets are in 
the same hex as the land base.

2. CAP for fleets are for all the fleets in the hex, and CAP 
for Land bases are for Land bases, even if the raid is in 
the same hex.

3. Target selection for raids over fleets is any ship of the 
fleets in the hex, and the land base for raids over a land 
base. Do not mix both.

12.4.  BLIND GAMES (OR GAMES WITH TWO BOARDS)
What information does a fleet commander have to base his 
decisions off? This is the pre-GPS era, so while he knows his 
own position, he has to rely largely on guesswork and hit-and-
miss scout reports for the enemy’s.

One way to simulate this is to use two separate game boards 
(one for each player), with a partition between them. You will 
need a referee to provide the reconnaissance reports. In this 
section we outline some rules for games using two boards.

 Ê If you feel that there is a lack of more rules here, make your 
own and adjust until it fits your expectations, this is the 
Custom (or DIY) Scenarios section!

12.4.1. Reconnaissance special rules
1. Number of searches:

�� IJN:  2 hexes per carrier
�� USN:  3 hexes per carrier.
�� Land bases:  depending on what’s agreed by scenario.

2. Search zone: Players search a zone of 1 hex and its 6 sur-
rounding hexes. The central hex must be at 8 hexes from 
the Carrier

3. Report: The referee either:

A. Honestly reports if there are Fleet markers in the zone
B. Reports using the Recon chit system
C. Reports using a modified Recon system: Scouting accu-

racy could be assigned based on a chit’s number. 

 Ê For example: chits numbers 50-54 could result in a “fleet 
sighted” report even if there are no fleets there. Perhaps an 
inexperienced scout mistakes waves striking a coral reef 
for a cruiser—not an unheard of occurrence.

The USN carrier scouts the 18 cyan hexes plus the zone centers.

R E C O N
Z O N E

R E C O N
Z O N E

C A R R I E R

R E C O N
Z O N E

12.4.2. Raid special rules
1. The players execute the aircraft operations phase simulta-

neously, planning the raids hidden from the other player. 
The referee verifies the players’ movements in their air-
craft status sheets.

2. The players choose a hex to attack, and put their attacking 
aircraft on it (in their maps). If there is no enemy there, ene-
mies on adjacent hexes can be attacked instead. The referee 
will provide the info in that case and execute the raid.

12.4.3. Fleet Formation / Aircraft Status sheets
1. The players keep their fleet formation and aircraft status 

charts hidden from their opponent.
2. Fleet markers are kept with their fleet numbers showing 

(i.e face-down) so the owner and the referee can see them.
3. Dummies are not needed. You may use them face-down on 

the hexes you scout to mark them if you wish.

12.4.4. Submarines
You can add another dimension to games by including sub-
marines. It is up to the players to decide which scenarios they 
should feature in, and in what numbers. Face-up dummies can 
be used to represent them.

12.4.4.1. Placement
The players and referee decide where they think submarines 
should start the game from.

12.4.4.2. Movement
For movement, you can adopt the rules for Transports.

12.4.4.3. Combat
Combat initiates when an enemy Fleet and the Submarine end 
the movement in the same hex.

The referee informs the submarine-owner that there is an en-
emy Fleet in its location. In that case, either:
�� The Fleet has no DD:  the submarine attacks.
�� The fleet has DD:  the DD attacks.

DD Attacks:
First, the DD’s owner must roll 1D6 (only one die, it doesn’t 
matter how many DD the Fleet has) to determine whether the 
submarine is detected:
�� The IJN DDs detects the submarine on a 1-2
�� The Allies DDs detects the submarine on a 1-4.

Then, if the Submarine has been detected, Destroyers will set 
upon a submarine with depth charges. The DD’s owner rolls 1D6. 

R O L L I J N A L L I E S
1 Sink Sink
2 Withdraw Sink
3 Withdraw Withdraw
4 Attack Withdraw
5 Attack Attack
6 Attack Attack

There are three possible results:
�� Sink  - Remove the submarine from play.
�� Withdraw  - The submarine remains on the hex, but fails 

to attack the Fleet.
�� Attack  - The submarine proceeds to attack a target of 

its choosing.

Submarine Attacks:
If the submarine attacks, the submarine player chooses a ship 
and roll for damage. Combat hits inflicted by submarines is 
determined with 1D6:

R O L L H I T S
1-3 0
4 9
5 10
6 11
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13. Strategy and tactics
13.1 .  BASIC STRATEGY
There is a basic principle of carrier vs carrier warfare: locate 
the enemy task force ASAP, and launch an assault en masse. 
TASK FORCE carries over this real-life principle into the game. 
The first step of finding the carrier relies on a mix of calcula-
tion and intuition—paying attention to where your opponent 
moves their markers, and trying to get a feel for where their 
Task Forces might be.

Concentrating your attacks as much as possible tends to be 
effective. Small waves of attackers usually fail to overcome a 
carrier’s defenses, but sinking high-durability ships with waves 
of smaller attacks is not impossible though—especially car-
riers which suffer extra damage when aircraft on their flight 
deck amplify explosions. If you find yourself outnumbered or 
outmatched, a “hit-and-hope” attack on a carrier can sometimes 
turn the game on its head.

It is best not to prioritize naval combat. If your opponent wants 
to keep an underpowered or damaged fleet out of danger, they 
can usually move the marker out of the way easily. For this 
same reason, sinking a carrier in naval combat is a rarity, usu-
ally requiring serious mismanagement from the task force’s 
commander. Players’ strategies should be focused on using 
their carriers to sink their opponent’s.

13.2.  BASIC TACTICS
Having your carriers isolated from each other often limits your 
ability to make a full-force strike. Combining two carriers in a 
fleet or a stack is effective in some situations. This allows you 
to rotate your CAPs easily, but you must be wary of having 
both carriers taken out in a single calamitous turn, should 
your opponent locate you.

Economic use of fighters is key. Even if your carrier is con-
cealed, in any recon phase there is a high chance it will be 
found. Leaving a carrier with too small a CAP often spells its 
demise. That said, pulling fighters away from an attack group 
leaves bombers to pair up with fighters in the interception 
step—usually ending badly for them, and limiting the damage 
you can cause.

Recon should be carried out near-continuously. There are 
exceptions:
1. Scouts expose your carrier’s location — When you 

search a hex that has only one of your fleet markers with-
in 8 hexes, this immediately tells your opponent where 
your Task Force is.

2. Enemy’s main fleets already located — When a search 
has a high chance of finding dummies or smaller fleets, it 
is better to hold off recon. Otherwise:

�� You give your opponent clues about where your Task 
Forces are.
�� You give your opponent Dummies they can reuse to conceal 

their fleets at night.

This second point is critical, as the first recon phase on day 2 
often decides the winner. Increasing the number of reusable 
markers will reduce the probability of finding the enemy. The 
more markers that can be reused, the lower the probability 
of detection

13.2.1. Probabilities
In TASK FORCE there are two key probabilities:

71% — A report of “Carrier Task Force sighted!” or “Fleet Task 
Force sighted” is genuine.

86% — A consecutive “Task Force sighted” report on a marker 
are genuine.

Whether 71% is a good enough bet, or whether you should pre-
fer the safety net of 86% depends on various game circum-
stances. On the other hand while 29% is a low probability, other 
factors may cause you to believe a fleet has a carrier contrary 
to the report. Many victories have been won by players going 
with their judgment against the face value probability.

In the rest of this section we outline strategies for the main 
scenarios.

13.3.  BATTLE OF THE CORAL SEA – SCENARIO 5
1. Whereas the first day tends to be mostly skirmishing, the 

morning of the second day often hosts a large-scale engage-
ment that decides the winner. (Though things can also play 
out quite differently.) This is because the IJN player trying 
to gain SVP moves their fleet towards Port Moresby, and the 
USN also heads that way to stop them.

2. Keep an eye on your opponent’s fleet movements, especial-
ly at night, and try to surmise which markers are the real 
Task Forces. This becomes quite doable with some practice.

13.4.  BATTLE OF MIDWAY – SCENARIO 6
1. This scenario reaches a climax very quickly. The IJN fleet 

locations are usually uncovered during the opening night 
turns, which means even by turns 3 and 4 the battle is at a 
decisive stage.

2.  USN strategy

�� Example strategy A: In turn 3 pin down the Carrier Task 
Forces’ locations by sending strikes from Midway by single 
aerial units. Then in turn 4, with the exact knowledge of the 
Carrier Task Forces positions, assemble a full-force strike.
�� Example strategy B: If in turn 3 you have a strong suspicion 

about where the carriers are, launching a dual-attack from 
Midway and your carriers is an option.

3. IJN strategy

For the attack on Midway, you will want to be economical—
more so than the historical attack was. 3 units of Zero are am-
ple for intercepting the F2As, so sending less would be wise.

In turn 4 you will likely find yourself under heavy attack. Even 
with two carriers down, you should not accept defeat. Discov-
ering a Carrier Task Force in turn 4, and disabling one or two 
carriers in turn 5 leaves it up to the second wave of attackers 
to decide the game.

13.5. BATTLE OF THE EASTERN SOLOMONS – SCENARIO 7
1. IJN strategy

One strategy involves assorting a firepower-heavy fleet, and 
as soon as night arrives sending it to destroy Henderson Field. 
This leaves the game to be decided by carrier strikes on day 2.

As the Wasp enters the fray on day 2, ideally you have to sink 
one or two carriers on day 1. Otherwise the USN’s air superi-
ority may prove too much to overcome.

Try to use your numerical advantage to force your opponent 
into naval combat. Or failing that, to limit their movements 
and narrow down the possible Carrier Task Force locations.
2. USN strategy

If the IJN is keeping the carriers out of range for a decisive day 
2, at least aim for maximal damage on the carrierless fleets.

To defend Henderson base you can try sending small fleets of 
destroyers as a diversion. This will likely result in their loss, 
but you have to make hard decisions sometimes as a fleet 
commander.

Nighttime naval engagements are disadvantageous. Have 
in mind where you want your task forces to be at night 
during the day.
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13.6. COMBINED FLEET VS PACIFIC FLEET – SCENARIO 8
1. The opening stages are influenced greatly by re-

connaissance

�� The IJN doesn’t want to rush to where they can be struck 
by USN carriers. As the two forces approach each other, try 
and balance out any initial reconnaissance deficit.
�� The USN should use their superior scouting ability to get 

sightings and launch strikes by the early afternoon on 
both days.

2. There is a strong possibility of naval combat, meaning you 
should be prudent of your battleships positioning. The focus 
of this game as in the others is on carrier strikes, with all oth-
er unit types playing specialized roles. However, since this 
game has a no-retreat rule, you may be able to utilize battle-
ships’ immense firepower to take down a Carrier Task Force 
in naval combat. Your opponent is unlikely to take this lying 
down, so expect to see some battleship vs battleship clashes.

13.7.  INDIAN OCEAN RAID – SCENARIO 9
1. A reinforced version of the RN’s Eastern Fleet takes on Na-

gumo’s task force in this “what if”-style scenario. The latter 
boasted an improbable accuracy when sinking the Hermes, 
but the weak points (particularly scouting) which were ex-
posed mercilessly at Midway could also have been punished 
here. To reflect this, the IJN’s movement is constrained, and 
the British are given superior scouting ability.

2. British strategy:
The RN have much less firepower in total, so their best hope 
lies in exploiting the IJN movement limitation to make a “sur-
prise” attack.

In particular the RN’s heavy-hitting battleships should look to 
force naval combat with a Carrier Task Force (as in Combined 
Fleet vs Pacific Fleet).

The Swordfish’s low air-to-surface rating limits its threat, but 
with numbers you could possibly damage a carrier.

Nagumo’s force is undoubtedly superior, but with some un-
orthodox tactics the RN can hope to send the IJN away with 
a bloody nose.

13.8. BATTLE OF THE SANTA CRUZ ISLANDS – SCENARIO 10
This scenario is probably the hardest to grasp and master. 
There are many elements to consider, such as how best to use 
base units and their aircraft, as well as the complex victory 
conditions.

1. IJN strategy
The question of how best to form fleets is a tricky one for the 
IJN here. Though test plays have shown the player who wins 
the first game tends to win the series, deploy 3 carriers in the 
first round and even if you take Guadalcanal you may struggle 
to defend it.

That said, the IJN is advantaged in that they have 3 light carri-
ers over the US. These will offer you aerial superiority if Carri-
er Task Forces cancel each other out. So once you locate your 
opponent’s carrier, you might want to be aggressive in trying 
to neutralize it.

2. USN strategy:
In round 1 try to keep your carriers’ damage under critical so 
they can be repaired for round 2. This may require assigning 
heavy cruisers or fleets to defend them.

Your battleships are well capable of repelling the IJN’s assault 
on Henderson Field, but losing any would be a critical blow. It 
can pay to be conservative with your units.

In a 2-3 weeks period around November 1942 the Japanese could 
have retaken Guadalcanal. In this scenario an IJN player with 
enough acumen can realize that possibility.
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